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ABSTRACT
A complex record of orogenesis is preserved in part of a large country rock septum 
within the southeast Coast Plutonic Complex (CPC) near the Kwoiek Creek area of 
British Columbia. The study area includes part of the large 90-84 Ma Scuzzy Pluton. 
Country rock is the Settler Schist near the pluton, and the slightly metamorphosed 
Permo-Jurassic Bridge River assemblage, a subduction-accretionary complex, and the 
hemipelagic Cayoosh assemblage. Earliest deformation produced isoclinal folds and an 
axial planar foliation. Subsequent folds are southwest vergent, and produced a spaced 
cleavage. High angle reverse faulting along the Bralorne-Kwoiek Creek Fault followed. 
The area then imderwent greenschist to sillimanite facies metamorphism and associated 
deformation produced by intrusion of the Scuzzy Pluton.
Pebble shapes in metaconglomerates in the host rocks are dominantly oblate and show 
no relationship to distance from the pluton, reflecting strains prior to intrusion of the 
pluton. The flattened pebble fabric is tightly to isoclinally folded by deformation related 
to intrusion of the pluton.
The metamorphic zones and associated foliation parallel the pluton, locally crossing 
regional structural trends. Rocks in the aureole were deformed throughout intrusion. 
Early synkinematic andalusite in the Scuzzy aureole is pseudomorphed by late 
postkinematic sillimanite and kyanite. Pressures of 3.4 kbar, obtained from roof 
pendants, indicate the parts of the pluton were at shallow crustal levels early during 
intrusion. Pressures determined for rocks in the pluton and the aureole that reflect later 
conditions during metamorphism are between 4.4 to 5.9 kbar, indicating a pressure 
increase of 1 to 2.5 kbar during intrusion. Shear sense indicators show that rocks farther 
than 0.5 km from the pluton moved downward, while those near the contact underwent 
solid-state flow upward.
IV
This information indicates that high grade metamorphism and associated deformation 
coincide with intrusion of the Scuzzy pluton, and that crustal loading occurred during its 
emplacement. The cause of crustal loading is most simply explained by the accumulation 
of magma, plutonic or volcanic, at higher levels in the crust. Thrust loading during 
plutonism is not ruled out, but is less likely given the absence of solid-state fabrics in the 
pluton.
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Orogeny commonly coincides with widespread magmatism. Pluton emplacement 
compounds structural complexity by generating strains during ascent and emplacement 
and thermally weakening the wall rock. The core of the Coast Belt orogen (Wheeler and 
McFeely; 1991; Fig. 1) is occupied by one of the world’s largest igneous complexes, the 
Coast Plutonic Complex (CPC, Fig. 2). The massive magmatic intrusions would likely 
have profoundly affect the host rock mechanically and thermally. In this orogen, as in 
others, the relationship of plutonism to fabric development, particularly to the amount 
and type of strain in the aureole, is poorly understood (Guglielmo, 1993). Ascent and 
emplacement mechanisms within such complex batholiths are also incompletely 
comprehended. My study is centered on a large screen or roof pendant in the Scuzzy 
pluton of the CPC where fieldwork, petrology, thermobarometry and radiometric 
dating have been used to address these problems.
Regional Geology and Models of Cretaceous Orogeny
Quartz diorites and granodiorites characterize the CPC, comprising 80-85% areally 
(Roddick, 1983; Monger and Journeay, 1992). Incorporated within and flanking these 
plutons are Paleozoic to Cretaceous metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks of 
greenschist to amphibolite facies, widely accepted in the southern Coast Belt to be of 
oceanic origin and island arc origin (Monger and Journeay, 1992). The prolific intrusions 
range from Late Jurassic to early Tertiary in age; Late Cretaceous to Tertiary intrusives 








Figure 1. Morphogeological belts of the Canadian Cordillera 
(Wheeler and McFeely; 1991)
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Cascade Mountains, dextrally offset along the Tertiary Fraser River-Straight Creek fault
(Fig- 2).
While the general geological history of the CPC is known, specific mechanisms of its 
evolution are contested. Debate centers on whether amalgamation and accretion were 
complete by 170Ma and followed by Andean magmatism and back-arc rifting (Van der 
Heyden, 1992, Armstrong, 1988), or whether accretion continued throughout the late 
Cretaceous (McGroder, 1991). Structures characteristic of the orogen were produced by 
regional middle to Late Cretaceous contraaion, which could have been caused by 
plutonism, by transpressive plate interaaion telescoping the arcs and intra-arc basins of a 
previously assembled North American margin, or by the collision of the Insular 
superterrane (Brandon and others, 1988; Brown and Walker, 1993; Crawford and others, 
1987; McClelland and others, 1992; McGroder, 1991; Rubin and others, 1990; Fig. 3). 
High-pressure metamorphic conditions have been argued to be due to crustal thickening 
produced by regional contraction and orogen-normal thrusting during Wrangellia’s 
Cretaceous collision with North America (Fig. 3; Misch, 1966; Monger and others, 1982; 
Brandon and Cowan, 1985; Whitney and McGroder, 1989; McGroder, 1991). It is 
recognized, however, that higher metamorphic grade invariably occurs adjacent to large 
plutons in the CPC (Monger and Journeay, 1992). Alternatively, these metamorphic 
conditions have been attributed to magmatic loading in an Andean type arc (Brown and 
Burmester, 1991; Brown and Walker, 1993; Fig. 3). Clearly, resolution of this argument 
hinges on identifying the cause of regional Cretaceous Barrovian metamorphism.
Arguments for the collisional model are based primarily on the geometry and 
correlation of terranes of the San Juan Islands, the Northwest Cascades and the 
Okanogan. However, stratigraphic similarities in Jura-Cretaceous Insular-Intermontane 
overlap assemblages indicate the Intermontane and Alexander-Wrangellia-Peninsula 
composite terranes were linked by the Jurassic (McClelland and others, 1992) as does the 
distribution of Middle and Late Jurassic plutons (Van der Heyden, 1992; Armstrong,
3
Figure 2. Regional geologic setting of the Southern Coast Range.
The core of the Coast Belt orogen is occupied by one of the world’s largest igneous 
complexes, the Coast Plutonic Complex. CC, Cache Creek terrane; CZ, Cenozoic; 
HZ, Bridge River-Hozameen terrane; MT, Methow Tyaughton terrane; N, Nanaimo 
Group; NK Nooksack Terrrane; PR, Pacific Rim Complex; FR-SCF, Fraser River- 






















Figure 3. Models of Regional Orogeny
In model A, crustal thickening is produced by regional contraction and orogen-normal 
thrusting during Wrangellia’s Cretaceous coUision with North America (From 
McGroder, 1991) In model B, crustal thickening is attributed to magmatic loading in an 
Andean type arc (Brown and Walker, 1993). BH-HZ- Bridge River-Hozameen Terrane, 
IM- Intermontane Terrane, NMSC- Nason-Mad River-Settler-Cogburn Creek, SH- 
Shuksan, SK- Skagit protolith, WR- Wrangellia, A- Andalusite, A-K- Andalusite replaced 
by kyanite.
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1988; see McGroder, 1991, for counterarguments). Also, lineations and foliations in the 
southern CPC, Cascade crystalline core, and Northwest Cascade System are more 
consistent with strike-slip, orogen parallel shear produced by transpression rather than 
orogen normal compression (Brown, 1987; Brown and Talbot, 1989; Maekawa and 
Brown, 1991).
While the transpressive model is supported by regional fabrics, it possesses weak points 
(McCroder, 1991). Shear senses of the fabrics are not consistent. The model cannot 
explain contractional structures, similar in timing and style, that extend from 
Washington to southernmost Alaska (Rubin and others, 1990). Last, the 30 km thick 
crustal loads required by metamorphic assemblages could not be readily generated by 
strike-slip motion (Whitney, 1992, McCroder, 1991).
In 1980, Wells postulated two types of crustal thickening, tectonic and magmatic, and 
mathematically modeled magmatic thickening. The Alpine orogeny is a classic example 
of tectonic crustal thickening, while modern day island arcs are sites of magmatic 
thickening. He cites the Andes as one example of a continental orogenic zone where 
magmatic loading has produced crustal thickening. (For an opposing viewpoint, see 
Sheffels, 1990). His model predicted metamorphic mineral assemblages produced by 
"overaccretion" and "random accretion" would be diachronous, and that polymorphic 
transitions would be expected. The models also suggest that most heat transfer and 
motion would be restriaed to narrow, vertical layers separating larger, inactive zones. 
Such “magmatic loading” of the rocks adjacent to pluton has been invoked as one 
possible mechanism of increasing crustal loading in the Coast Belt in a predominantly 
translational environment (Brown and Walker, 1993).
Evidence within the Coast Belt and the Cascades supporting this hypothesis includes 
simultaneous plutonism and metamorphism, diachronous uplift and subsidence patterns
6
inconsistent with a single regional loading event, geobarometry suggesting restricted and 
very localized crustal loads central to the orogen rather than regional thrust sheets, and 
what have been interpreted as “regional” metamorphic isograds striking perpendicular to 
the orogen’s trend and paralleling pluton margins (Brown and Walker, 1993).
Evidence supporting the magmatic loading model comes from geobarometric and 
metamorphic data from the 90-84 Ma Scuzzy pluton and its aureole (as redefined by 
Brown and Walker, 1993; McClelland and Brown, unpublished work, oral 
communication from E.H. Brown, 1996, Fig. 3). The Scuzzy pluton crosscuts fault 
strands inferred to be involved in Late Cretaceous crustal shortening and lacks high- 
temperature solid state deformation, indicating late syntectonic or post-tectonic intrusion 
(fourneay, 1990, Monger and Journeay, 1992). However, there is evidence that pressures 
and metamorphism peaked after regional tectonism and during emplacement of the 
Scuzzy Pluton. Metamorphic fabrics parallel the pluton margin, in places striking 
perpendicular to the regional fabric (Fig. 4). In the contact aureole, static high pressure 
metamorphic minerals, such as sillimanite, overprint well developed foliations and 
lineations defined by low pressure assemblages that include andalusite, implying that 
maximum pressures occurred post-tectonically during intrusion (Fig. 5). This is 
supported by an increased grossular component in rims of zoned garnets. The geographic 
distribution of steep baric gradients within and around the pluton (Fig. 5) require that 
either subsidence was differential, and crustal rebound was isostatic; or, if subsidence was 
broadly regional, uplift had to be differential. These steep pressure gradients have been 
interpreted to suggest movement by flow of steep sided loads 20-40 km wide and 10-20 
km thick, rather than burial by a regional thrust sheet (Brown and Walker, 1993).
Several other possible scenarios exist (Fig 6). A thrust sheet may have beheaded the 
Scuzzy pluton during its intrusion. Aureole minerals would show earlier, low pressure 
contact metamorphic assemblages overprinted by higher pressure assemblages (Hollister, 
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Figure 6. Models of possible relationships between the Scuzzy pluton and tectonism.
Models 1, 2, and 3b are depicted in cross-section.
Model 1, the Scuzzy pluton is overthrust during intrusion. In model 2, the pluton
accommodates compressional, translational, or transpressional shear while molten. In a
related model, 3, the pluton is emplaced into tectonically generated zones of dilation.
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have magmatic and high temperature solid state lineations paralleling fault motion; these
would be absent at deeper levels. These structures have not been documented, but it is
possible that even if they were present at one time, they may have already been eroded.
Alternatively, the pluton may have accommodated compressional, transpressional or
translational shear motion while molten, (Hollister and Crawford, 1986), crystallizing
after motion had stopped (Fig. 6). The model of a pluton acting as a shear zone is
difficult to test. In a related model, the pluton may have been emplaced within a
“tectonic cavity” (Hutton, 1988). Phases within composite plutons would be nested and
geometrically related to regional structures (Fig. 6).
Study Area
The study area includes part of the northeastern contact of the Scuzzy pluton. It is
located north of Hope and northwest of Hell’s Gate, British Columbia, in the Kwoiek
Needle area (Fig. 7), and is accessed by logging roads up the Nehatlatch River, Log
Creek, and Kwoiek Creek drainages. Below treeline, outcrops are obscured by a mantle
of dense greenery, while higher elevations present continuous and usually glaciated
exposures. The area was previously mapped and studied by Hollister (1966), Monger
(1989), and Journeay (1990). Hollister’s study was pioneering, but predated both the
revolutionary concept of terranes and major advances in thermobarometry and structural
analysis. Monger (1989), Journeay (1990) and Brown and Walker (1993) have updated
thermobarometric and struaural data.
The area was selected for study because it includes both the Bralorne Kwoiek Creek
Fault Zone, a fundamental tectonic boundary juxtaposing the Bridge River Group and
Jura-Cretaceous sedimentary rocks, and the 90 to 83 Ma Scuzzy pluton (Journeay, 1990).
10
Figure 7. Location of the study area.
The study area is located in the Log and Kwoiek Creek area, north of the Nehatlatch
river and west of the Fraser River in British Columbia. Asterisk denotes the location of
the Kwoiek Needle.
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The fault zone is part of the regionally extensive northwest-direaed Coast Belt Thrust
System hypothesized to have caused Cretaceous crustal loading between 97 Ma and 91
Ma (Journeay and Friedman, 1993), though the period of motion along the Bralorne-
Kwoiek fault zone itself is poorly constrained to between 100 and 85 Ma (Rusmore,
1985). The Scuzzy pluton, as noted, has been implicated as the source of magmatic
loading (Brown and Burmester, 1991, Brown and Walker, 1993). The location thus
provides a good place to test current orogenic models.
Purpose of the Study
The aim of the research reported on here has been to contribute to an understanding of
pluton emplacement and to provide evidence to clarify the currently debated relationship
of plutonism to Late Cretaceous deformation and metamorphism in this part of the
North American Cordillera by:
1. Describing phases and structures internal to the Scuzzy Pluton.
2. Recognizing and describing intrusion related metamorphism and structure, and
distinguishing them from regional metamorphic structures.
3. Using petrography in conjunction with thermobarometers to examine the
pressure-temperature evolution of the aureole.




The geology of the Kwoiek Needle area is depicted in Figure 8 and Plate 1. The Kwoiek
Pluton occupies the northeast part of the field area. It metamorphosed the adjacent
Bridge River assemblage to the southwest, producing a narrow aureole. The Bridge
River assemblage consists of slates, phyHites, strongly deformed cherts and greenschists.
To the southwest, metagabbros, serpentinites and talc schists of the lower section of the
Bridge River assemblage are in fault contact with the Cayoosh assemblage. The Cayoosh
assemblage, predominantly graywackes and graywacke-bearing phyllites, conformably
overlies the Bridge River assemblage. Farther southwest, metamorphic grade increases.
Adjacent to the Scuzzy Pluton is a narrow (0.15 km) migmatite zone consisting of
roughly equivalent amounts of quartz diorite sills and dikes, muscovite-biotite-garnet
schists, gneisses and amphibolites. Where the pluton contacts pelitic rocks, it is higher in
quartz and muscovite than the main body of the pluton. Locally, there are xenolith and
autolith rafts. Phases within the composite Scuzzy pluton range from diorites to
tonalites, with the most felsic phases closer to the center of the pluton.
A compilation of mineralogy of the rocks is contained in appendices 1 and 3.
The Bridge River Assemblage
The Bridge River terrane is an accretionary wedge/subduction complex consisting of
deformed radiolarian chert, argillite, and basalt, with lesser amounts of mafic intrusive













































(1989). It includes the Bridge River Assemblage and may include the overlying Cayoosh
Assemblage at this locality (Journeay and Northcote, 1992) and the Hozameen
assemblage to the south. Rocks of the Cache Creek terrane may be correlative with the
Hozameen assemblage and the Bridge River Terrane based on Uthological and temporal
affinities (Van der Heyden, 1992), though the exotic fauna and the olistostromal
carbonate blocks recognized in the Cache Creek are absent in the Bridge River terrane.
Fossils within the Bridge River Terrane range from Mississippian to late Middle Jurassic
(Cordey, in Monger and Journeay, 1992).
The low grade metasedimentary rocks in the study area are deep brown to deep black
argilhtes, generally interbedded with thin layers of chert. Thin grey sandy layers are
locally interbedded with the cherts and pelites. In the study area, all argillic sediments
are phyUitic. Sedimentary structures are moderately abundant and include alternating
thin beds, channels and graded bedding in sandier units. No megascopic fossils or
radiolarian ghosts were seen. Metasedimentary rocks are subdivided (Plate 1) into the
following units: phyllite, cherty phyllite (phyllite exceeding fifty percent), phylhtic chert
(chert exceeding fifty percent), low grade metamorphosed chert (chert exceeding seventy
percent), and greenschist interlayered with phyllite. Lithological units are gradational,
and vegetation typically obscures contacts. Topographic expression of most of these
lithologies is subdued.
Typical greenschists are well fohated, light green rocks. As noted, they typically
interfinger with phyllites; where a greenschist layer was thick and continuous enough, it
was mapped apart from the mixed greenschist/phyllite unit. Quality of exposure varies
markedly. In valleys, exposure is poor to non-existent. High on valley walls, especially
where fohation parallels topography, the unit can be cliffy and well exposed, as at site
number 34 (Plate 2). Small undeformed lenses within the greenschist preserve probable
15
primary texture of plagioclase lathes in an aphanitic light green matrix, suggestive of a
porphyritic or crystal tuff protolith.
Greenschists contain muscovite, chlorite, plagioclase, epidote, and quartz (Fig.9). Thin
foliation-parallel segregations of calcite are present at some locations. These lenses are
commonly prolate and define a lineation. Biotite may be present in trace amounts.
Other minerals include sphene and magnetite, from trace amounts to a maximum of 5%.
Aligned phyllosilicates form the foliation. Aligned crystals of magnetite define a
lineation in some rocks.
The met^abbro is a massive rock underpinning the steep northwest slope of Pyramid
Mountain. It is light green, weathering to white. Plagioclase and magnesian chlorite
constitute most of the rock. Actinolite is present in amounts of 15-20%. Calcite and
clinozoisite are present, and are associated with altered plagioclase. Cloudy wedges of
sphene and rutile are present in trace amounts. Quartz is also present in trace amounts,
and is associated with clinozoisite. Lineation is defined by smeared out feldspars. The
foliation is defined by aligned actinolite crystals, and minor mineral segregation. Near
fault and mylonite zones, plagioclase porphyroclasts and flaser shaped clinozoisite
aggregates after plagioclase are present.
Ultramafic units of the Bridge River terrane consist of two lithologies: serpentinite and
magnesite talc schist. The serpentinite is located immediately northeast of the summit of
Pyramid Mountain. It is a dense, dark greenish-black rock with a greasy, light green
surface. Joints are typically anastomosing and adjacent surfaces slickensided. It consists
of serpentine minerals in a matted, fine grained network (Fig. 10). The magnesite talc
schist is more abundant and forms the more subdued southeast flank of Pyramid
Mountain. Where steep slopes inhibit vegetation, it is a florid pink rock. It is typically
cloaked by soil and plants. The schist consists of approximately 5% magnesite
porphyroclasts in a coarse, lepidoblastic talc matrix (Fig. 11).
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Figure 9. Greenschist of the Bridge River Assemblage 
Granoblastic plagioclase and quartz, lepidoblastic muscovite and chlorite with 
porphyroblasts of epidote. Some epidote in this sample overprints an earlier foliation 
defined by aligned opaque mineral. Sample 162a, 20x
Figure 10. Serpentinite of the Bridge River Assemblage.
Serpentine minerals with a densely matted texture. Sample 50c, 16x.
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Figure 11. Magnesite talc schist of the Bridge River Assemblage 




Hollister first mapped the Cayoosh assemblage in 1966, although at the time he
tenuously correlated it with the Ladner Group (Caimes, 1942) or the Brew Group
(Duffell and McTaggert, 1952). He grouped rocks now considered to be part of the
Bridge River assemblage with rocks of the Cayoosh assemblage, and the contaa between
was considered conformable. Journeay and Northcote (1992) mapped and described the
Cayoosh assemblage north of the field area in the Cayoosh Range, and noted that it
extended southward into the Kwoiek Creek area. They recognized the significance of
the conformable contact between the Bridge River assemblage and the Cayoosh
assemblage. It indicates continual deposition in the Bridge River ocean basin. The
Cayoosh sequence coarsens upwards, preserving a stratigraphic record of the final stages
of the Bridge River basin as it was filled in (Mahoney and Journeay, 1993). The age of
the Cayoosh is not known; it postdates the underlying Bridge River assemblage, which is
as young as latest Middle Jurassic and, if the Cayoosh assemblage is correlative with rocks
of the Brew Group as suggested by Mahoney and Journeay (1993), deposition ended in
the Early Cretaceous.
Like units of the Bridge River terrane, these rocks are mainly pelitic. They are, however,
generally coarser grained and lack chert. Lithologies range from conglomerates to
carbonaceous phyllites, and there is, overall, an upward coarsening of sediments. Minor
amounts of greenstone and greenschist are present. The units interfinger upward and
laterally. For instance, thin graywacke beds may be preserved in predominantly
conglomeratic beds, or one lithology will grade into another along strike. Many
sedimentary structures, particularly those in coarser grained rocks, are preserved well in
garnet grade metamorphic rocks.
The presence of thin, apparently conformable layers of graywacke interfingered with
slates and cherts of the Bridge River assemblage suggests that locally, the sedimentary
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contact is conformable within the field area. However, the Bridge River assemblage in
the study area more typically overlies the Cayoosh along the Bralorne-Kwoiek Fault
zone.
Conglomerates consist of pebble to very large boulder sized clasts in a black phyllitic
matrix (Fig. 12). These layers of conglomerate are interleaved with other lithologies
along the Pyramid Mountain-Kwoiek Needle Ridge. Clasts include argillite, graywacke,
metadiorites, limestone, and vesicular basalt; the dominant clast type is graywacke.
Conglomerates near the Kwoiek Needle contain large slivers of ultramafites, now
metamorphosed to actinolite and tremolite schists. There are some intraformational
conglomerates. Primary struaures seen in other graywackes also are present. Near the
Kwoiek Needle, conglomerates interfinger with amphibolites; here they are
metamorphosed to biotite garnet schists and amphibolites of the Settler Schist.
Deposition may have occurred on an active submarine fan, receiving sediments derived
from an advancing thrust sheet.
Phyllite of the Cayoosh is typically a lustrous, grey to black, orange-weathering rock. It
is abundant near Kwoiek Lake, and interfingers with other sedimentary beds on the ridge
cotmecting Pyramid Mountain and the Kwoiek Needle. Essential minerals include
muscovite, biotite, plagioclase and quartz (Fig. 13). Indeterminate opaque minerals may
comprise up to 30% of the rock. Traces of apatite and subrounded grains of possibly
detrital zircon, complete the mineral constituents. Plates of late synkinematic pyrite
pseudomorphed by limonite overprint the foliation, defined by aligned phyllosilicates.
Biotite in contact with the pyrite is retrograded to chlorite. Quartz pressure shadows are
present in some samples. Uncommonly, pyrite exists as euhedral cubes. Atypically, these
crystals are pulled apart.
Thin layers of graywacke are associated with these phyllites.
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Figure 12. Conglomerates of the 
Cayoosh assemblage 
Thin section sample is above, and 
consists of clasts of graywacke. 
Matrix is phyllite (Sample 235, 6.3x) 
Right, a particularly coarse example 
of conglomerate in the Cayoosh 
Assemblage. ENE of the Kwoiek 
Needle.
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Figure 13. Phyllite of the Cayoosh asserablage
Graywacke interbedded at top of photo. Comprised of scant muscovite and biotite, 
and granoblastic plagioclase and quartz. Indeterminate opaque minerals comprise up 
to 30% of the rock at some locations. Postkinematic pyrite plates replaced by limonite 
overprint the foliation. Biotite contacting the pyrite is retrograded to chlorite. Sample
264, 16x
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The pebbly phyllite contains less than 50% light grey clasts in a black phyllitic matrix. It
is present throughout the field area (Fig. 14). Numerous beds cross the ridge connecting
Pyramid Mountain and the Kwoiek Needle. Clasts composition is similar to that of the
conglomeratic unit. Clasts range from oblate to prolate and are folded tightly or
isoclinally (Fig. 14). Phyllosilicates define a foliation paralleling the axial plane of the
folds. Interseaion of deformed clasts with the foliation defines lineation.
One of the more abundant Cayoosh lithologies is graywacke. It forms resistant
outcrops. Color is light to dark gray and generally, rock with smaller grain size is darker.
Quartz and plagioclase are the dominant minerals, occurring in fine to medium sand­
sized clasts, as well as in the matrix (Fig. 15). Lepidoblastic chlorite and muscovite are
the only other common minerals. Dolomite is present in amounts up to 5% in some
rocks. Graded and rhythmic bedding and channels are common primary structures
(Figure 16). The sediments were turbidites, based on these sedimentary structures.
Phyllitic graywackes are graywackes with a phyllite content between 25% and 50%.
They are a medium grey in both weathered and fresh outcrops. In other respects, they
are the same as graywacke-rich phyllite. Small layers of pebbly phyllite and thick layers
of graywacke are commonly interbedded.
Graywacke-rich phyllite are phyllites with between 25% and 50% graywacke. They are a
dark grey in outcrop. Thin, laminar beds of graywacke alternate with thin beds of
phyllite. Graded bedding and channels were common. Clasts can be distinguished
microscopically, but are mineralogically reconstituted.
Graphitic phyllite underlies the subdued ridge north of Log Creek in the eastern part of
the study area. It is in other respects identical to the standard phyllite, however, graphite
is visible in hand samples. The rock has a bluish cast when viewed in full sunfight.
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Figure 14. Pebbly phyllite of the Cayoosh assemblage.
Clasts are graywacke and quartzite in a phyllitic matrix. Sample 244, 6.3x
Figure 15. Graywacke of the Cayoosh assemblage
Consists of mainly quartz and plagioclase. Muscovite has no preferred orientation in this 
sample. This sample of graywacke contains carbonates, which are the dark grey anhedral 
minerals near the muscovite crystal in the upper center of the photo. Sample 236, 12.5x.
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Figure 16. Graded bedding in graywacke of the Cayoosh assemblage.
Graded bedding and channels are common primary structures in the Cayoosh 
assemblage. Top of beds is to the left. South side of Kwoiek Creek, east of Kha Lake.
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Greenschists are well foliated, light green rocks interlayered with phyllites and
graywackes. They are less abundant in the Jura-Cretaceous units than in the Bridge River
terrane, though similar in all other respects. They form resistant ridges in the more
subdued topography of the predominant phyllite, and are useful marker beds over short
distances.
An unusual wacke crosses the ridge northeast of the Kwoiek Needle stock. It is a
resistant, massive, medium green rock. It is fine grained except for millimeter sized
grains of calcite, which typically weather out, pitting the rock surface. Plagioclase,
chlorite and epidote are the major constituents (Fig. 17). Foliation is weak. The chlorite
is present in elongate clots which form a subtle lineation. It is bounded by phyllites and
pebbly phyllites at an apparently conformable contact.
Faults subparallel to foliation exist within the Cayoosh assemblage; they juxtapose
typical Cayoosh rocks against small pods of ultramafites. The faults predate
metamorphism: foliation is continuous through the ultramafic rocks, which are
metamorphosed.
The Settler Schist
The metamorphic rocks classified as Settler Schist here have undergone sufficient
metamorphism and deformation that the protoliths and correlation cannot be
definitively identified. Nonetheless, the protolith of the Settler Schist seems to be the
Cayoosh assemblage to the northeast, based on lithological types and the persistence of
similar rehct primary structures well into amphibolite facies rocks. At this location, the
metamorphic rocks have been tentatively named the Settler Schist, and lithologically and
metamorphically resemble the Settler Schist as mapped to the south (Pigage, 1976).
North of the field area near Duffey Lake, rocks formerly mapped as the Chism Creek
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Figure 17. Green wacke of the Cayoosh assemblage
Contains quartz, plagioclase, microperthite, chorite and muscovite. Chlorite and 
muscovite define a weak foliation and lineation. This sample of wacke is inferred to be 
tuffaceous. Sample 231, 12.5x.
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Schist are the metamorphosed equivalent of the Cayoosh assemblage (Journeay, 1993).
Suggestions for regional correlatives include the Chiwaukum Schist of the Nason
Terrane in the Cascade crystalline core to the south (Misch, 1966, Lowes, 1972) and the
Barrington Phyllite (Monger, 1989; 1991). The Settler Schist bears a striking
resemblance to the Chiwaukum Schist in northwest Washington. The protoliths and
mineralogical assemblages appear identical. Rb/Sr isotopic signatures of the Chiwaukum
Schist (MagLoughlin, 1986) and the Settler Schist (Bartholomew, 1979; Gabites, 1985) are
very similar. The isotopic signature of the Barrington Phyllite (Armstrong and Misch,
1987) differs significantly, indicating a protolith of a significantly different chemistry and
most probably a different depositional setting. In addition, the Barrington Phyllite lacks
the high percentage of sandstone seen in the Settler Schist (Buggan and Brown, 1994;
Monger, 1991).
Garnet Biotite Gneiss
Garnet biotite gneiss crops out on the ridge south of Log Creek. It is light grey when
fresh, and weathers rusty brown. Because it is light grey where glaciated, it is readily
mistaken at a distance for an intrusive. Some thin schist layers are interlayered with but
subordinate to the gneiss. The gneiss is fine grained, consisting of plagioclase, quartz,
biotite, and locally garnet, with trace amounts of apatite, magnetite, ilmenite and zircon
(Fig. 18). Muscovite is present in small amounts in some locations. Foliation is defined
by aligned biotite and mineral segregation layers. The foliation crosscuts folds of
compositional layering and primary sedimentary structures, which are well preserved.
Quartz and plagioclase are usually granoblastic polygonal, although some quartz ribbons
and feldspar with preferentially elongate grain boundaries exist. Garnet is usually
idioblastic, seldom poikiloblastic, and postkinematic. Garnet porphyroblasts can be up
to 5 cm in diameter (Fig. 19). Garnet biotite schist and biotite schist are interlayered
with but subordinate to the gneiss. To the east the gneiss grades into a biotite schist; to
the west, it contacts amphibolites and garnet amphibolites at a fault.
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Figure 18. Garnet Biotite gneiss of the Settler Schist
Consists mainly of granoblastic polygonal plagioclase and quartz. Foliation is defined by 
aligned biotite and mineral segregations. Garnet is usually idioblastic and postkinematic, 
and typically fractured. Sample 357, 6.3x.
Figure 19. Garnet porphyroblasts in the Settler Schist
Large (up to 5cm) porphyroblasts in the garnet biotite gneiss southwest of Longslog 
Mountain. These garnets are also visibly zoned.
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Schists
Garnet biotite schist is dark black and weathers to a rust color. Outcrops tend to be
slabby and weather recessively where the unit interfingers with amphibolite or gneiss.
Mineral components are biotite, quartz, plagioclase and garnet. Muscovite, epidote and
chlorite also are present in some specimens as primary and secondary minerals. Trace
minerals include apatite and unidentified opaque minerals, most probably ilmenite.
Biotite and muscovite are lepidoblastic. Garnet invariably is porphyroblastic, typically
euhedral and usually postkinematic. It is also commonly zoned. Inclusions are common
in garnets, and decrease towards the rim. Closer to the plutons, the amount of inclusions
decreases. At some locales, garnet is fringed by coronas of biotite. Garnet aggregates are
common, and are usually aligned in the foliation plane. Some compositional segregation
is evident in the schist.
In some locations, kyanite and sillimanite pseudomorph andalusite porphyroblasts.
These andalusite porphyroblasts preferentially parallel foliation and define a lineation in
it. Kyanite shows no preferred orientation. Sillimanite is usually aligned parallel to the
c-axis. At some places, sillimanite pseudomorphs kyanite. It also exists as fibrolite,
apparently nucleating in biotite, and exhibits garbenschiefer texture within foliation
planes defined by the biotite.
Euhedral zoned staurolite porphyroblasts up to 3 cm in size may also be present, and
twinning is common (Fig. 20). The staurolite generally is late synkinematic to
postkinematic. Some crystals appear to have displaced foliation. South of Log Creek,
near the contact with the Scuzzy Pluton, traces of embayed and broken staurolite are
present.
Biotite schist exhibits most of the same characteristics as garnet biotite schist, lacking
garnet.
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Figure 20. Twinned staurolite in Settler Schist
Twinned staurolite crystal in garnet biotite schist. Chlorite and biotite mainly parallel 
foliation, but do crosscut foliation defined by compositional segregation (which may be 
relict bedding). Some garnet and staurolite porphyroblasts also overprint the foliation 
defined by opaques. Where garnet contacts staurolite, it is embayed. Upper photo under 
crossed polars. Sample 59, 8x.
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Muscovite schists are a lighter colored than those containing more abundant biotite;
they weather to a light orange yellow. They consist of lepidoblastic muscovite, quartz
and plagioclase and locally include garnet, biotite, and aluminosilicates. Textural
relationships are the same as seen in the biotite schists.
Many of these schists are quartzofeldspathic, with alternating gneissic and schistose
layers. At higher grades, this may be due to compositional segregation, but generally, it
appears to reflect relict primary structures such as alternating bedding of pelites with
coarser grained rocks, or quartzofeldsphic pebbles in a argillic matrix (Fig. 21).
Quartzite
Quartzite is best observed at outcrops projecting into Chochiwa Lake. Coarse grained,
granoblastic, polygonal quartz constitutes 90-95% of the rock (Fig. 22). The remainder is
mostly biotite. Small euhedral garnets, probably spessartine, are also present locally.
Apatite and rutile are present in trace amounts. The biotite forms a wispy foliation.
Small folds are defined by arrays of biotite, but the biotite itself is axial planar.
Secondary black manganese oxides with dendritic habits occur on most fracture surfaces.
Metamorphosed Calcic Graywacke
The metamorphic calcic graywacke is similar to the garnet biotite gneiss in composition
and texture, but has with 5-25% calcite, abundant clinozoisite, and commonly has
amphibole porphyroblasts. Primary structures seen in graywackes of the Cayoosh
assemblage are recognizable.
Amphibolite
Amphibolite underpins most of the Kwoiek Needle. It is dark green to medium green
in color. At a distance, it looks mottled brown and greenish black.
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Figure 21. Relict Structure in the Settler Schist: Pebbly Phyllite 
Pebbly phyllites and conglomerates are recognizable well into sillimanite grade rocks. 
These rocks are quartzofeldspathic sillimanite garnet biotite schists. From septa south of 
Tzequa Lake.
Figure 22. Quartzite of the Settler Schist
Biotite quartzite. Biotite and opaque minerals define folds, but biotite crystals parallel 
the dominant foliation, which is defined by elongate crystal boundaries in the quartz. 
133b, lOx.
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Essential minerals are, plagioclase, epidote, and hornblende. The hornblende possesses
deep, blue-green pleochroism (Fig. 23). Garnet, biotite, muscovite, chlorite or orthoclase
are commonly present in small amounts. Ilmenite, apatite and rutile comprise the trace
minerals. Foliation is moderately well defined by the hornblende. A mineral lineation
of aligned hornblende is locally developed, although hornblende mostly exhibits
garbenschiefer texture in the foliation plane. Garnet is idioblastic and postkinematic.
Texture is coarse to fine grained; generally finer grained with increasing metamorphic
grade. There are two major stratigraphic amphibolite units (Defined by Hollister, 1966;
Plate 1, Fig. 8). The stratigraphically lower unit is massive. The upper consists of pillow
agglomerates (Fig. 24). Where examined, the deformed pillows are prolate and define a
foliation and Uneation. The upper unit is clearly interbedded with graywackes. The
protolith was submarine basalt flows.
Migmatitic A mphibolite
Migmatitic amphibolite underlies most of the north ridge of Longslog Mountain and the
north-facing ridge to the south. It is a dense, massive, deep greenish-black rock streaked
with white (Fig. 25). Hornblende, plagioclase, garnet and epidote are its primary
constituents. Plagioclase segregations and abundant tonalite and aplite sills and dikes
distinguish it from areas mapped as simple amphibolites. Aligned hornblende needles
define both foliation and lineation. The plagioclase segregations parallel the foliation.
Intrusives commonly have a secondary foliation defined by preferentially oriented grain
boundaries and aligned mafic minerals. Attenuated and folded pillows can be recognized.
The migmatitic amphibolite is interlayered with schists and gneisses, and tends to grade
into them.
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Figure 23. Amphibolite of the Settler Schist
Garnet amphibolite. Contains granoblastic quartz, plagioclase, and chlorite. Foliation is 
defined by hornblende. Black equidimensional crystal near center of photo is garnet. 
Sample 256, 8x.
Figure 24. Relict pillows in amphibolite of the Settler Schist
Boulder is approximately 2 meters across. Located in head of valley northeast of the
Kwoiek Needle.
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Figure 25. Migmatitic Amphibolite of the Settler Schist
Above, migmatitic amphibolite from southeast side of Curd Mountain Stock. Ptygmatic 
folds of plagioclase are typical in these rocks. Below, migmatitic amphibolite from 
southwest slope of Longslog Mountain. Amphibolite is in the upper half of the picture, 
schists in the lower. Both host abundant leucotonalite dikes and sills.
Mi^natite Complex
The migmatite complex is extremely heterogeneous (Fig. 26). It is found adjacent to the
Stulkolait and Tachewana plutons and as septa and roof pendants. It is best developed on
the southwestern slope of Longslog Mountain and immediately northwest of Tachewana
Peak. It consists of biotite schist, gneiss, migmatite, amphibolite, orthogneiss and
injected diorite, quartz diorite, tonalite, and aplite, many which are now orthogneiss.
These are interfingered on a scale ranging from several meters to 100 centimeters.
Differential weathering on these alternating lithologies accentuates the foliation.
Foliation within a square meter is highly variable, but is consistent over a scale of several
meters.
The lithology of the western flank of Longslog Mountain is extremely heterogeneous,
but it crudely preserves original stratigraphy seen in the Settler Schist to the north and
east (see Plate 1, Longslog Mountain area). To the north, schists are most abundant. To
the south, amphibolites, interspersed with schists and gneiss, increase. The northern
ridge of Longslog Mountain is predominantly amphibolite. Southernmost exposures are
mainly gneisses with subordinate schist and amphibolite.
Metamorphic Rocks of Unknown Type
Non-igneous outcrops that were identified at a distance in the field or in air photos, but
unexamined are labeled “Metamorphic rocks, type imknown". The large expanse south
of Longslog Mountain is leucocratic and most probably gneiss. Definitive description
awaits another scientist.
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Figure 26. Migmatitic Injection Complex of the Settler Schist
Biotite garnet schist with 0.7 cm porphyroblasts to the lower left. The sill is a tonalite 
without secondary foliation. The xenoliths are amphibolites. South of Longslog 
Mountain.
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The Composite Scuzzy Pluton
The Scuzzy Pluton is a large composite plutonic complex. Much of its internal structure
has, in the past, been poorly known (Roddick and Hutchinson, 1969; Monger, 1989).
New, as yet, unpublished mapping has shown that the pluton has a felsic tonalite core
with a 2-3 km rim of more mafic tonalite (E. Brown, personal communication, 1996).
Intrusion spanned a period of 7 million years, beginning near 90 Ma and ending near 84
Ma, based on U-Pb zircon ages (Parrish and Monger, 1992; Brown and Walker, 1993;
McClelland and Brown, unpublished work, oral communication from E.H. Brown,
1996) .Phases in the pluton are dominantly tonalite. Peripheral rocks give U-Pb zircon
ages that are older than central rocks (Brown and Walker, 1993). Quartz diorites are the
most abundant phase in the study area and are well exposed in the glaciated, alpine
terrain (Appendix 3).
Percentages of quartz, plagioclase, potassium feldspar and mafics were determined for 25
samples by point counting slabbed and stained rocks (Appendix 3, Fig. 27). Virtually all
igneous rocks in the field area are tonalites or quartz diorites, with subsidiary amounts of
diorite. Potassium minerals are scarce: only one crystal of microcline and one book of
primary muscovite were observed. Modal quartz content mostly falls in the 15 to 25%
range, and never exceeds 32%. Mineralogy of examined thin sections are in Appendix 3.
All igneous rocks possess hypidiomorphic granular texture, with the exception of one
locahty northwest of Tachewana Peak, where the texture is intermediate between the





Figure 27. QFM Diagram of Plutonic Phases in the Scuzzy Pluton
Determined from point counts performed on 25 rocks. Rocks are mainly tonalites and
quartz diorites. Potassium feldspars are rarely present.
The following descriptions proceed loosely from youngest to oldest, although temporal
relationships between some units are poorly established (Fig. 28). Table 1 summarizes
characteristics of each phase.
Hornblende Biotite Quartz Diorite of the Kwoiek Pluton
The northeast corner of the field area is hornblende biotite quartz diorite of the Kwoiek
Pluton, which is well exposed in cliffs to the north of the logging road paralleling
Kwoiek Creek (Fig. 8 and Plate 1). Quartz comprises 5% to 7% (Fig. 29). Plagioclase is
strongly zoned. Small euhedral plagioclase crystals are enclosed in larger crystals. Biotite
and hornblende each occupy 10%. Biotite is a blackish brown, euhedral to subhedral,
and some crystals are kinked. Hornblende is deep bluish green and subhedral. Trace
minerals include apatite, zircon, and blocky crystals of sphene. At the pluton margin,
plagioclase is altered, cloudy with fine grained secondary muscovite. Cores are most
affected. Euhedral to subhedral epidote is secondary, having replaced some biotite and
hornblende. The rock is fine to medium grained, with subhedral granular texture.
Schistose biotite aggregates, probably microxenoliths, indicate contamination by host
rock. Contacts are all igneous.
Muscovite Biotite Tonalite of Kwoiek Needle
The stock exposed on the ridge east of the Kwoiek Needle consists of muscovite biotite
tonalite (Fig. 8, Plate 1). This description is biased because samples were collected at the
margin of the pluton or as float. This stock postdates the Tachewana phase of the pluton
based on metamorphic relationships adjacent to it, as described in the chapter on
metamorphism.
At the margin, quartz is 35% of the rock (Fig. 30). Plagioclase makes up 60% of the rock.
The rock also contains approximately 5% of orthoclase. Mafic content is very low, 5%,
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Table 1. Table of characteristics of phases of the Scuzzy Pluton. Refer to the text for
details about specific phases.
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Figure 28. Relationships of Phases within the Scuzzy Pluton.
Cartoon depicting relationships of phases. iKa- autolith rafts, iKd- diorites, iKle- Log
Creek East phase, iKhs- Stulkolait phase, iKkn- Kwoiek Needle Stock, iKt- Tachewana
phase. The Log Creek East and Tachewana phases are likely linked at depth. They are
lithologically similar. The Stulkolait pluton probably preceded them, based on
metamorphic recrystallization in the Stulkolait phase near the fault south of Longslog
Mountain. It intruded earlier generation diorite, present in roof pendants and on the
margins of the Scuzzy Pluton in this area. Both the Curd Mountain stock, a late stage
part of the Stulkolait phase, and Kwoiek stock have metamorphic aureoles that have
overprinted the wider Scuzzy aureole.
Figure 29. Hornblende Biotite Quartz Diorite of the Kwoiek Pluton 
Sample 117a, lOx
Figure 30. Muscovite Biotite Tonalite of the Kwoiek Needle 
Sample 56b, lOx
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mainly consisting of biotite in small flakes. Primary muscovite occurs in sprays at the
margin but was not seen in examined float. Chlorite, carbonates and secondary
muscovite are alteration products in rocks at the stock’s margin. Trace minerals include
apatite, rutile and zircon. This tonalite’s texture is subhedral granular. All contacts are
intrusive.
Hornblende Biotite Tonalite of Log Creek East Stock
Hornblende biotite tonalite of the Log Creek East stock is well exposed on logging roads
in the Log Creek drainage (Plate 1). In other parts of the field area, forest covers it.
The rock is approximately 25% quartz, present in aggregates, as in the Tachewana phase.
Both reverse and normal zoning are present in the plagioclase, but normal zoning is
more common. Cores of plagioclase are typically altered to clinozoisite and sericite.
Phenocrysts are usually present, and are more calcic than matrix plagioclase. Biotite
constitutes 12% of the rock. Deep bluish green to green hornblende comprises 8-10%.
Also present are primary clinozoisite and epidote. Accessory minerals include large
anhedral to euhedral sphene crystals, ilmenite (some coated with sphene), apatite, rutile
and zircon. Traces of garnet are rarely present near the stock's margin. Where present,
they are associated with microxenoliths of biotite schist, suggesting contamination.
Subhedral granular textures typify the rock, though some feldspar tiling exists. Some
feldspar is bent or has developed subgrains. Quartz exhibits undulatory extinction and
healed microfractures.
All contacts are intrusive, and because septa and faults lie between this stock and igneous
rocks to the south, its temporal relationship to these phases is uncertain.
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The western margin of the stock is a quartz diorite. It is notable not only because of its
low quartz content but because opaque minerals are absent. It is also one of few plutonic
rocks in this study with traces of microcline, which is myrmekitically intergrown with
plagioclase (Fig. 31).
Biotite Tonalite of Tachewana Peak
Biotite tonalite of Tachewana Peak lies south of the Kwoiek glacier and on the high
ridges south of Log Creek (Fig. 8 and Plate 1). The rock has a color index of between 10
and 15. Quartz varies from 19% to 26% percent and occurs in aggregates, appearing as
quartz “eyes” which are unique to this phase (Fig. 32). Plagioclase averages about 60%. It
is complexly zoned and some cores are strongly altered. Biotite is the prevalent mafic
mineral, and is a deep blackish brown. Crystal margins are generally not sharp.
Hornblende varies from 5% of the rock to trace amounts. It is a deep bluish green,
generally subhedral to anhedral. Crystal edges are ragged, suggesting disequilibrium.
Traces of epidote and clinozoisite are present as 1mm, subhedral to anhedral crystals:
most are secondary. In one specimen, euhedral epidote is in equilibrium with biotite.
Trace minerals include sphene, apatite, rutile, ilmenite, hematite and zircon. Typically,
ilmenite is mantled by sphene where associated with biotite. Texture is subhedral
granular; feldspar tiling is present in many samples, and at many locations magmatic
foliation is defined by schlieren (Fig. 33).
The temporal relationship of this unit to other Scuzzy plutonic phases is unknown; it
contacts the Stulkolait quartz diorite phase to the north at an east-west trending
subvertical fault (Fig. 8, Plate 1). The fault system is now partially concealed by the
Chochiwa Glacier. Exposed contacts are intrusive and with metamorphic rocks.
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Figure 31. Myrmekitic microcline intergrown with plagioclase 
Potassium feldspars are rare in the Scuzzy pluton in the study area.
This is one of the few samples where it was observed. Sample 403, 32x.
Figure 32. Biotite Tonalite of Tachewana Peak
The quartz aggregates are characteristic of this phase. Sample 324, 6.3x.
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Figure 33. Schlieren in Biotite Tonalite of Tachewana Peak
East of Tachewana Peak. Schleiren are common in all rocks of the Scuzzy pluton.
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Biotite Hornblende Quartz Diorite of Stulkolait Lake
Biotite hornblende quartz diorite of Stulkolait Lake are best exposed at roadcuts at the
end of the Kwoiek Creek logging road (Plate 1). The blocky weathering and tendency
not to support vegetation contrasts with that of the host rock, so its intrusive contact is
distinctive on both sides of Chochiwa Lake.
Quartz content varies from 25% to 17%, with the mode between 17% and 18% (Fig.34).
Plagioclase is typically zoned. Phenocrysts are present in some rocks. Color indices
range from 23% to 30% with the mode between 24% and 25%. Biotite comprises 10-
15%, hornblende comprising the remainder of the mafic minerals. Biotite pleochroism is
from yellow to reddish brown to a deep blackish brown. It occurs in aggregates or
books some of which are bent. Opaques are concentrated in the biotite, with platy
minerals usually aligned parallel to its cleavage planes. Hornblende pleochroism is light
yellow to brown to bluish green. It is zoned from a green core to a brown rim. Crystals
are generally euhedral and mildly poikolitic. Primary clinozoisite and some primary
epidote are present. Accessory minerals are sphene, apatite, ilmenite, zircon, and rutile.
These rocks are medium to coarse grained. Textures are subhedral granular. Feldspar
tiling is relatively common, and often visible in hand specimen. Biotite books also define
a magmatic foliation, and commonly form schheren. The quartz diorite of the cleaver
dividing the east at side of the Chochiwa glacier (Plate 1) is unusual. Compositionally, it
resembles the main body of the biotite hornblende quartz diorites of Stulkolait Lake;
however, its texture is granoblastic polygonal, with relict plagioclase phenocrysts, some
of which are divided into subdomains (Fig. 35). These phenocrysts have cores altered to
muscovite, while granoblastic polygonal plagioclase is unaltered.
Contacts with the country rock within the study area are all intrusive.
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Figure 34. Biotite Hornblende Quartz Diorite of Stulkolait Lake 
Note the hypidiomorphic texture. Sample 299, 6.3x.
Figure 35. Metamorphosed Quartz Diorite of Stulkolait Lake
Biotite is bent to form "fish", texture of plagioclase and quartz is almost granoblastic 
polygonal. Sample 327, 8x.
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Pre-Stulkolait Diorites
Diorite is present on the northeast margin of the Stulkolait quartz diorite, near Curd
Mountain and on the west shore of Kokwaskey Lake (Plate 1).
Diorite at the headwaters of Kwoiek Creek (site 303, Plate 3) varies from the main
Stulkolait quartz diorite phase by containing 4%-5% quartz. Mafic minerals constitute
27% of the rock, with 10% biotite and 17% hornblende. These minerals as well as the
plagioclase resemble those described for the Stulkolait phase. There is no primary
epidote or clinozoisite, and hematite is present. Texture is fine grained subhedral
granular. A foliation defined by compositional segregation of hornblende and an
alignment of biotite books and hornblende trains define a primary foliation in these
rock.
The rocks examined adjacent to Kokwaskey Lake (site 127, Plate 3) are 4-5% quartz also,
with a color index of 25%, with mafic minerals consisting of 10% biotite and 15%
hornblende (Fig. 36). There are two generations of plagioclase, both zoned. One is
heavily altered while the other is pristine. Biotite and hornblende resemble those of the
Stulkolait quartz diorite phase. Epidote makes up 1% of the rock and is secondary; some
clinozoisite, possibly primary, is also present. Sphene, typically mantling ilmenite, and
apatite are trace minerals. This rock is fine grained and slightly porphyritic.
Hornblende is slightly aligned and defines a poor foliation. Diorite similar to the above
occurs as small roof pendants on the southwest margin of the stock branching off the
main body of the Stulkolait phase near Curd Mountain, though these occurrences are too
small to map.
All exposed contatts are intrusive. This diorite predates with quartz diorite of Stulkolait
Lake, which intruded it, based on apophyses and metamorphism observed in the study
area.
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Figure 36. Pre-Stulkolait Diorite
Two generations of plagioclase are in this moderately porphyritic 
rock. Phenocrysts are typically anhedral with strongly altered cores, 




This map unit includes igneous units mapped by Hollister that were not field checked,
(1966) and were not obviously part of previously defined map units. It also includes
small, previously unmapped sills and stocks. One such stock forms a prominent knoll
immediately north of Kokwaskey Lake. Biotite muscovite tonalite grades into a
hornblende biotite quartz diorite with increasing distance from the contact, and its
margin exhibits a narrow zone of magmatic flow fabric. Quartz diorite near the margin
is sericitically altered. Dolomite, another alteration produa, constitutes up to 5% of the
rock.
Autolith and Xenolith rafts
Autolith and xenolith rafts are mainly very mafic diorite inclusions with lesser amounts
of diopsidic amphibolite, biotitic amphibolite, schist and gneiss (Fig. 37 and 38). The
rafts typically consist of angular to subangular inclusions of up to 3 m in the long
dimension surrounded by pebble and cobble sized inclusions. The generally dark grey to
black color of the inclusions in more leucocratic igneous phases made the rafts readily
visible in the field. The rafts generally parallel m^matic foliation, and long axis of the
clasts generally parallel magmatic lineation if it is present.
Xenolith lithologies are described elsewhere in the Settler Schist chapter; the very mafic
diorite characterizes these zones. This diorite consists of 50-55% hornblende, 30%
plagioclase with an anorthite content of 42%, 10% biotite, and 5% or less quartz (Fig.
38). Trace minerals include sphene, apatite, magnetite, apatite and zircon. Small clots of
sillimamte enclosed in schistose biotite are rarely present, suggesting contamination by
country rock. Texture is subhedral granular, and typically very coarse grained.
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Figure 37. Autolith and Xenolith Raft
Most blocks here are coarse grained hornblendites. Some schist and amphibolite 
xenoliths are also present. Northwest end of the Chochiwa glacier.
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Figure 38. Mafic Diorite from Autolith Raft






A major goal of this research was to examine metamorphism and the
pressure/temperature evolution near the Scuzzy Pluton. This was accomplished by
isograd mapping, optical petrology and thermobarometry of selected samples.
Isograds and Metamorphic Zones
Isograds were mapped based on the first occurrence of a specific index mineral
encountered going to a higher grade, using both field observation and petrography.
Isograds are illustrated in Figures 39. The exact position of some isograds is poorly
constrained where access to the field area was difficult.
Greenschist Facies
Chlorite Zone
All rocks in the field area outside the biotite isograd are grouped into the chlorite zone.
Chlorite is ubiquitous except in thin quartzite layers. This zone includes an elongate area

















assemblages include quartz, albite (more calcic plagioclase in detrital rocks that have
apparently have not yet equilibrated), chlorite, epidote, actinolite, and muscovite.
Biotite Zone
The biotite zone includes an island of rocks near the main strand of the Bralorne-Kwoiek
fault system, a generally broad zone near the Kwoiek pluton, and a zone about 6 km
wide near the main body of the Scuzzy pluton (Fig. 39). It is bounded by the biotite and
garnet isograds. Typical assemblages include quartz, albite, biotite, ±_ chlorite, actinolite,
epidote and muscovite.
Garnet Zone
The garnet zone is a 2-4 km zone around the main body of the Scuzzy pluton bounded
by the garnet and staurolite isograds (Fig. 39). It is approximately 1 km wide adjacent to
the Kwoiek Pluton.
Garnet, quartz, albite, biotite are the main mineral phases in this zone; traces of actinolite
are present. Chlorite, where present, is secondary and replaces biotite or garnet. Where
the garnet zone paralleling the main Scuzzy pluton contacts the Kwoiek pluton in the
north-central part of the field area, garnets are entirely retrograded to chlorite. The
garnets in the contact aureole of the Kwoiek pluton in the northeastern corner of the
field area have not undergone retrograde metamorphism.
Actinolite-Hornblende Isograd
The microscopic optical properties of amphiboles in greenschists and amphibolites were
used to determine this isograd. Amphiboles with brown to dark green pleochroism and
an extinaion angle of greater than 20 degrees were classified as hornblende. Restricted to
basic lithologies, it is only approximately known. Near the Kwoiek pluton the isograd is
approximately km wide from the contact. In the Scuzzy pluton’s aureole, it is 4Vi to 5
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km from the contact (Fig. 39). This isograd was mapped because the change in
amphiboles was abrupt and apparent both in hand specimen and in thin section.
Amphibolite Faxies
Staurolite Zone
Staurolite is observed about 3-3 Vi km from the contact with the main body of the Scuzzy
pluton immediately northeast of the Kwoiek Needle and is bounded by the staurolite
and kyanite isograds (Fig. 39). Its presence is strongly controlled by protolith
composition. Because of this, the isograd is not established regionally. Small anhedral
fragments of staurolite persist up to the contact itself. Near the Curd Mountain stock it
exists in trace amounts in apparent equilibrium with garnet, biotite and incipient
sillimanite. Staurolite is absent near the Kwoiek pluton itself, indicating either
inappropriate protoliths or sub-amphibolite conditions.
Pyroxene
Roof pendants in the Tachewana and Stulkolait Lake Phases of the Scuzzy pluton
typically have diopside in mafic rocks (Fig. 39). No pyroxenes were present in the
contact aureole otherwise.
Aluminosilicates
Polymorphs of Al2Si05 vary both spatially and temporally (Fig. 40). Pseudomorphed
andalusite is found over much of the field area, and is spatially related to the Settler Schist
Scuzzy pluton contact. The andalusite to kyanite isograd approximates the line of first
staurolite occurrences, and generally parallels the Scuzzy pluton’s igneous contact with
the coimtry rock. The kyanite shows no preferred orientation. It pseudomorphs large (5
to 10 mm) porphyroblasts of to syn-kinematic andalusite which parallel foliation and
define a lineation (Fig. 41). In some cases, staurolite or muscovite has replaced kyanite.
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Figure 41. Kyanite and muscovite pseudomorphous after andalusite 
Andalusite porphyroblast is deformed. Sample 60b, 8x.
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This is true near the Kwoiek Needle stock, indicating that it was intruded later than the
main Scuzzy pluton.
A very narrow (about 0.15 km) sillimanite zone rims the pluton (Fig. 39). Here the
silhmanite is pseudomorphous after andalusite (Fig. 42) and, within pseudomorphs,
parallels the axis of the andalusite. Sillimanite also is present as fibrolite (Fig. 43), usually
nucleating on biotite, and in sheaves lying within foliation planes, particularly in the roof
pendants and injection complex. The sillimanite zone coincides with the migmatite
complex.
The kyanite near a stock in the Curd Mountain area is pseudomorphed by sillimanite
(Fig. 44. This stock is connected to the Stulkolait phase of the main body of the Scuzzy
pluton). The narrow sillimanite zone adjacent to the stock crosscuts the broad kyanite
zone that parallels the Scuzzy pluton, meaning that emplacement of the stock postdates
the intrusion of the main body of the pluton.
Thermobarometry
Thermobarometric Systems
The chemical compositions of minerals in several equilibrium assemblages for which
thermobarometric calibrations are available were obtained by electron microprobe
analysis conducted by E. H. Brown at the University of Washington and the University
of Otago, New Zealand. Three to ten spots in a small area were analyzed. For some
samples, both core and rim of garnets were analyzed. The paleopressures and
paleobarometry of mineral equilibration were then analyzed by applying appropriate
thermobarometric calibrations. Calibrations for temperature and pressure each yield
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Figure 42. Andalusite pseudomorphed by sillimanite
Andalusite porphyroblasts in the plane of foliation have been deformed. Arrows point 
to porphyroblasts. They have since been replaced by sillimanite. South of the Kwoiek 
Needle in the Log Creek drainage.
Figure 43. Fibrolite nucleating on biotite
Sheaves of fibrolite preferentially develop adjacent to biotite. The large bundle of 
sillimanite is possibly a pseudomorph of andalusite. Sample 370, 6.5x.
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Figure 44. Kyanite replaced by sillimanite
Needles are sillimanite. The crystal with a kyanite cross-section has been replaced by 
sillimanite. Sample 305, 6.5x.
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lines on a pressure-temperature graph that are unique for specific chemical compositions.
These lines intersect to give one point that defines the pressure and temperature at the
time of mineral equilibration.
The mineral assemblages used are: 1) garnet -f- biotite -l- plagioclase + an aluminosilicate,
2) garnet + biotite + plagioclase + muscovite, and 3) garnet + plagioclase -l- hornblende.
The cahbration systems used for the above assemblages are:
1. GASP-K - based on the mineral equilibrium anorthite = grossular -l- 
aluminosilicates -t- quartz (Berman, 1991)
2. GABIOT - thermometer utilizing Fe and Mg partitioning between biotite and
garnet (Berman, 1991)
3. GAMICA-Mg- barometer based on the mineral equilibrium pyrope + grossular
+ muscovite = plagioclase + phlogopite (Berman, 1991)
4. GAMICA-Fe - barometer based on the mineral equilibrium almandine +
grossular -i- muscovite = plagioclase -l- annite (Berman, 1991)
5. GAFIB - thermometer based on the mineral equilibrium Fe- pargasite + pyrope
= pargasite + almandine (Graham and Powell, 1984)
6. HbGAPL-Fe - barometer based on the mineral equilibrium anorthite + Fe- 
artinoUte = grossular + almandine -i- Fe tschermakite -i- quartz (Kohn and Spear,
1990)
7. HbGAPL-Mg - barometer based on the mineral equilibrium anorthite -i- 
tremolite = grossular + pyrope + tschermakite + quartz (Kohn and Spear, 1990)
Uncertainties of jh 1 kbar and 50°C are probable (see Brown and Walker, 1993) for
derived pressures and temperatures. Samples with garnet core compositions utilized rim
compositions of plagioclase and biotite, and are not in equilibrium.
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Depth of crystallization of pluton phases was determined using the Al-in-Hornblende
geobarometer, applying the calibration of Schmidt (1992) to the assemblage hornblende
+ biotite + plagioclase + orthoclase + quartz + sphene + Fe-Ti-oxide + melt + vapor
in which:
P kbar ±_ 0.6 kbar = 4.76Alt - 3.01
where Al^ is the total aluminum content of hornblende in atoms per formula unit. It is
valid for pressures between 2.5 and 13 kbar and temperature of 655°-700°C. The
calibration is experimental, but it agrees well with empirically determined pressures in
contact aureoles (Schmidt, 1992).
Results of Thermobarometry
The results of the thermobarometry on rocks of the aureole are in Table 2. The results
of barometry of plutonic rocks are in Table 3. The results of both are incorporated with
data from previous studies in Fig. 45.
As noted, few rocks of the Scuzzy pluton contain orthoclase. The mineral equilibrium
that controls pressure related aluminum variation in hornblende is phlogopite + quartz
+ anorthite = tremolite + orthoclase + tschermakite. ^schermakite is the amphibolite
end member Ca2(Al2Mg3)(Al2Si^022(0H)2. It is the only end member with Al in six fold
coordination.) In a silicate melt system originally bearing orthoclase, decreasing pressure
would drive the reaction in reverse. When all orthoclase was consumed, the
tschermakite content of the hornblende, and its total aluminum content would be, in
effect, locked in. Therefore, in rocks lacking orthoclase, the pressure determined would
be a maximum pressure. However, if potassium in the initial melt was scarce, this
mineral equilibria, and the equation used would be inapplicable. The three pressures






















































































Table 2. Pressures derived from metamorphic rocks. Samples 164-205 and 164-283e
were donated by E.H. Brown. Chemical composition derived from microprobe
analysis and are in appendix 2.
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Sample Total Al, atoms per formula unit Pressure in kilobars K-feldspar
Sample 296 1.85 5.8 n
Sample 299 1.72 5.2 y
Sample 323 1.56 4.4 y
Sample 329 1.77 5.4 n
Sample 391 2.13 7.1 n
Table 3. Pressures derived from igneous rocks. Chemical compositions are derived
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Pressures obtained for metamorphic rocks range from 3.4 kbar to 6.0 kbar +_ 1 kbar.
Even given the imprecision of the derived data, it is likely that the variation is significant.
Specifically, samples taken 0.4 km from the pluton contact north of Longslog Mountain
and in the roof pendant west of Tachewana yielded significantly lower pressures (3.4
kbar) than pressures derived for the rest of the area (ranging from 4.8 to 6.0 kbar).
Pressures derived from aluminum in hornblende for the Stulkolait phase range from 5.8
to 4.4 kbar +. 0.6 kbar, with lowest pressures recorded immediately north of Longslog
Mountain, and higher to the west. Only two of these values, obtained from samples 323
(4.4 kbar) and 299 (5.2 kbar), are constrained by the presence of potassium feldspar. The
pressure for the Log Creek East phase (Brown and Walker, 1993) was similar: 5.2 kbar.
These values concur with pressures obtained in the aureole, given inherent imprecision.
The Tachewana phase yielded a value of 7.14 kbar., but orthoclase is absent, so the value
is suspect.
Given error estimates of 1 kbar for the metamorphic pressures, pressures calculated for
both the pluton and host rock do not appreciably vary across the field area (Figure 45),
excepting the roof pendant west of Tachewana Peak and rocks northeast of Longslog
Mountain. Rims and cores of both garnet and plagioclase were analyzed for four
samples, pressures obtained were the same for core and rim.
Summary
As documented by Hollister (1966), metamorphism in this area is spatially related to the
Scuzzy pluton. The main body of the Scuzzy Pluton, including the Stulkolait,
Tachewana, and Log Creek East phases, has a broad metamorphic aureole.
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Metamorphism increases from greenschist to amphibolite grade metamorphism as the
pluton is approached. Andalusite in this aureole has been overprinted by kyanite and
sillimanite. In the northeast, an extremely narrow amphibolite facies aureole rims the
Kwoiek pluton. An island of biotite grade rocks exists in the chlorite zone near Pyramid
Mountain. It is not known whether this metamorphism is related to reverse faulting
along the Bralorne-Kwoiek Creek fault system or to intrusions at depth.
The kyanite zone paralleling the Scuzzy pluton underwent partial prograde
metamorphism to sillimanite grade near the Curd Mountain stock. The narrow
sillimanite zone parallels the stock. These relationships indicate metamorphism due to
intrusion of the Scuzzy pluton predates stock emplacement.
Given uncertainties of i 1 kbar, pressures determined by thermobarometry from both
metamorphic and igneous rocks indicate pressures across the field area were about 5
kbar. Pressures for septa and parts of the aureole differ significantly, and indicate that
these parts of the study area recrystallized at 3.4 kbar. A pressure of 7.14 kilobar
determined by aluminum in hornblende barometry for the Tachewana Peak phase is





Figure 46 shows the attitudes of the foliation measured in the field area. Foliations
generally strike northwest and dip steeply. South of Pyramid Mountain, they dip at
intermediate angles (Fig. 46). Foliations subparallel the plutonic contact, but at some
locations, intrusions crosscut the foliations. This is particularly apparent at the contacts
north of Longslog Mountain, the ridge south of Log Creek, and in the cirque
immediately south of the end of the road up the Log Creek drainage. Foliations within
the sillimanite/migmatitic zone typically vary within an outcrop.
Foliations within the Scuzzy pluton are magmatic. They are defined by preferentially
oriented crystals of plagioclase, biotite and hornblende and by schheren. At some
locations, the foliation defined by crystal orientation is at an angle to schlieren.
Near the Scuzzy pluton, steeply dipping metamorphic foliations are the dominant
structure. FoHations are defined by both aligned phyllosihcates and compositional
segregation. Earlier generation sills and dikes within the Settler Schist commonly exhibit
a metamorphic foUation (Fig. 47 and 48), which parallels foliation in the adjacent host
rock. Fohations of migmatites are variable but generally parallel magmatic foliations of
the surrounding pluton. Within the aluminous rocks of the Settler Schist, andalusite is
synkinematic and parallels foliation (Fig. 42). This foliation and the aligned andalusite
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Figure 47. Metamorphic Foliation in Sills in the Settler Schist 
The lower sill right has magmatic foliation paralleling the contact, and a metamorphic 
foliation. The upper intrusive exhibits no consistent flow foliation and no secondary 
foliation. Southwest of Longslog Mountain.
Figure 48. Sill and Dike in the Settler Schist
Leucocratic tonalite crosscutting an amphibolite. The dike has a metamorphic foliation 
which passes into the host rock. The sill to the right possesses both magmatic and 
metamorphic foliation. Southwest side of Longslog Mountain.
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which lack preferred orientation. Garnet and staurolite porphyroblasts are usually
postkinematic, and overprint the foliation. In mafic rocks, foliation is defined by
flattened rehct pillows, where they are present and by garbenscheifer hornblende, which
overprints smaller hornblendes which define a hneation within the plane of foUation.
Several generations of foliation and associated folding are apparent in the area, and are
well developed within rocks of the Cayoosh Assemblage. Bedding (S^) is readily visible
throughout the assemblage. Primary structures such as channels and graded bedding
indicate tops of beds (Fig. 16). Outcrops as close as 1 km expose beds with similar
orientations but opposite facing directions, indicating large scale isoclinal folding within
the Cayoosh assemblage. A flattening foliation (Si) is defined by flattened pebbles (Fig.
49 and 50). This foliation is in turn isoclinally folded (F2) at a small scale (Fig. 49 and
50). The dominant foliation (S2) is defined by the axial planar cleavage, defined by
phyllosilicates and abundant opaques. At scant locations, an anastomosing spaced
cleavage (S3) dissects the S2 foliation (Fig. 51). This spaced cleavage is associated with
outcrop scale, moderately plimging, moderately inclined open folds (F3, Fig. 52). The
fold illustrated is overturned WNW (Fig. 52).
At higher metamorphic grades, the phyllosilicates are larger and more idioblastic.
Generally, they parallel the S2 foliation seen in lower grade rocks. However,
immediately east of the Kwoiek Needle, biotite and chlorite overprint S2 at an acute
angle. Staurolite and garnets in this area overprint an earlier foliation defined by opaque
minerals that exhibits open folds, although the generation of the foliation and folding is
not certain.
Rocks of the Bridge River assemblage are similarly comphcated (Fig. 53). The later
minerals show no preferred orientation. The dominant foliation (S2 of Fig. 53) is defined
by aligned greenschist facies phyllosilicates and some compositional layering. It is axial
planar to small, isoclinal folds (F2) which have deformed Si. The relationship of the
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Figure 49. Stretched Pebbles in the Cayoosh Assemblage
Above IS a picture of folded stretched pebbles. Below is a simplified drawing of the 
above photo. Throughout the area, the pebbles are isoclinally folded with an axial 
foliation. West of the Kwoiek Needle.
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Figure 50. Structural Relationships in the Cayoosh Assemblage
A flattening foliation (Si) is defined by flattened pebbles, which are also equivalent to SO,
primary bedding. This foliation is in turn isoclinally folded (F2) at a small scale. The
dominant foliation (S2) is defined by the axial planar cleavage, defined by phyllosilicates.
An anastomosing spaced cleavage (S3) dissects the S2 foliation. S3 is associated with
outcrop scale folds (F3, Fig. 52). A stretching lineation (LI) defined by stretched pebbles
lies in the plane of the flattening foliation (Si). This lineation is folded by F2. The axial
planar foliation (S2) associated with F2 intersects LI, forming an intersection lineation,
L2.
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Figure 51. Spaced Cleavage in the Cayoosh Assemblage
Spaced cleavage (S3) crosscutting earlier (S2) foliation. Pebbles at other parts of this 
outcrop are isoclinally folded, with an axial planar cleavage that defines S2. This cleavage 
is associated with outcrop scale folds. Ridge ENE of the Kwoiek Needle
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Figure 52. Fold in the Cayoosh Assemblage
Above: Tight fold in graywackes and phyllites of the Cayoosh assemblage. Simplified 
sketch IS below. S2 is the prominent foliation that is folded. Ridge ENE of the Kwoiek 
Needle.
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Figure 53. Structural Relationships in the Bridge River Assemblage
The dominant foliation (S2) is defined by aligned phyllosilicates and some compositional
layering. It is xxial planar to small, isoclinal folds (F2) which have deformed SI, a
compositional layering. The relationship of the SI to SO is unknown. However,
contacts within the Bridge River generally parallel the dominant S2 foliation, so it is
likely that So parallels Si. At some locations, S2 is folded, and a spaced cleavage is
present (Fig. 54).
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Figure 54. Spaced Cleavage in the Bridge River Assemblage
Metachert and phyllite layers (SI) are isoclinally folded, on a centimeter scale. An axial 
planar foliation (S2) subparallels the earlier foliation, and is itself folded into open folds 
with an associated spaced cleavage (S3). North of Pyramid Mountain.
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earlier foliation to primary bedding is unknown. However, contacts within the Bridge
River generally parallel the dominant S2 foliation, so it is likely that So parallels Si. At
some locations, S2 is folded, and a spaced cleavage is present (Fig. 54). The metagabbro
exhibits a well developed flaser texture that has been recrystallized (Fig. 55).
At a larger scale, near the Kwoiek-Bralorne Fault system in the northeast of the area,
these S2 foliations range from very steep northeast of the fault system, to gently dipping
to the south. The dominant foliation is complexly folded (Fig. 56). Folds are truncated
by the Kwoiek-Bralorne Fault system and by numerous reverse and normal faults.
Lineation
Orientations of lineations are illustrated in Fig. 57. Northeast of the Bralorne Kwoiek
Fault system, lineations are subvertical. To the southwest, lineations plunge less steeply
and trend northeast. Nearer the Kwoiek Needle, lineations are subvertical. On the west
side of the Needle near the Chochiwa glacier, lineations are steep and trend just east of
north. Adjacent igneous phases also have steep magmatic lineations. The variation in
orientation is partially due to differences in the generation of the measured lineation,
rather than spatial variation related to one causal event. The dominant lineation in all
sedimentary and metamorphic lithologies is a crenulation lineation defined by folds in
the dominant foliation. In the Bridge River and Cayoosh assemblages, this lineation is
typically down dip. It is overprinted at a few places by a later second crenulation
lineation, which plunges at shallow angles. In greenschists, prolate calcite lenses parallel
the crenulation lineation, as do elongate clots of chlorite and trains of magnetite. In
rocks of the Settler Schist, the dominant lineation also is strong crenulation. A subtle
mineral lineation, defined by small, early generation hornblende, is present in the
amphibolites. It is usually overprinted by larger hornblende with a garbenschiefer
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Figure 55. Flaser Structure in Metagabbro
Augen of plagioclase, recrystallized into fine grained plagioclase and clinozoisite 
aggregates. North of Pyramid Mountain. Thin section is cut parallel to x-axis. Sample 
30, 6.3x.
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texture. Stretched relict pillows also define a lineation but are uncommon. Mineral
lineations are not commonly seen in schists and gneisses, but where present, lineation is
defined by elongate biotite crystals.
Another common lineation is defined by the x-axis of stretched pebbles in the
conglomerate and stretched clasts in graywackes (Fig. 49). The stretching lineation (LI)
lies in the plane of the flattening foliation (SI, which parallels SO). This lineation is
folded by F2 (Fig. 50). The axial planar foliation (S2) associated with F2 intersects LI,
forming an intersection lineation, L2.
Igneous phases within the Scuzzy pluton commonly have a primary lineation defined by
preferentially oriented hornblende crystals or by trains of mafic minerals.
Kinematic Indicators
Structures indicating sense of relative motion are present in some locahties. Most are
overprinted by the dominant metamorphic mineral foliation and are related to earlier
deformation. However, rocks near the Kwoiek Needle contain synkinematic
metamorphic minerals of the Scuzzy Pluton aureole, and can, therefore, be used to
interpret motions occurring during emplacement. Direction of flow within the pluton
was determined from magmatic tiling within the pluton; solid state deformation is
present only near the fault at the eastern edge of the Chochiwa glacier.
Relative motions within the field area were determined from available shear-sense
indicators (Figure 58 and Appendix 4). Examples are depicted in Figures 59 and 60.
Kinematic indicators in Figure 58 are pre- to syn-kinematic with respect to Scuzzy- 
related metamorphism. The kinematic picture is incomplete because shear sense









































































































Figure 59. Rotated Garnet Porphyroblast.
This garnet indicates sinistral shear. This is supported by several rotated garnets in this 
sample. Sample 253, 20x
Figure 60. Asymmetric extensional shear bands.
Sigmoidal porphyroblasts elsewhere in the same rock have the same dextral shear 
sense. Sample 196, 25x.
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colleaing data. However, enough evidence exists to indicate that host rock adjacent to
the pluton moved upwards relative motions between the pluton and host rock.
Type and Amount of Strain
Stretched conglomerates, pebbly phyllites and agglomerates have been used to quantify
strain. Interpretation of the pattern of strain is not straightforward. The most common
structures measured to calculate strains were stretched pebbles. These are isoclinally
folded and overprinted by an axial planar mineral foliation and porphyroblasts (Fig. 50).
The pattern of strain is heterogeneous and lacks a simple causative model (Fig. 61, 62, 63,
64, and 65). X/Z ratios exhibit no relationship to distance from the pluton (Fig. 61 and
62).
17 out of 20 ellipsoids were oblate (Fig. 63). The location and orientation of the prolate
and oblate ellipsoids showed no particular relationship to the pluton margin (Fig. 64 and
65). One of the prolate values was collected near a known fault within the Cayoosh
assemblage. Two prolate ellipsoids were measured east-north east of the Kwoiek Needle.
It is possible that these lie near unrecognized faults. Foliation-parallel faults exist within
the Cayoosh assembl^e; they are recognized by the presence of small pods of
ultramafites which are metamorphosed. The relationship of lithology to amount of
strain preserved was not examined, and strain partitioning due to differences in lithology




X/Z Variation with distance from Pluton
^x/z
Figure 62. X/Z vs. distance from Scuzzy Pluton
There is no strong correlation of X/Z values with distance to the pluton margin.
Negative value in kilometers is the X/Z ratio of a xenolith within the pluton.
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strain Measurements
Figure 63. Flinn Diagram


















Figure 65. Variation in K with Distance to Pluton
Values show no systematic variation with distance from the pluton. Prolate values (> 1)
may be associated with poorly documented faults.
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Folds and thrusts of the Kwoiek Bralorne Fault System
The most notable fault of this system juxtaposes metagabbro, talc schist and serpentinite
of the Bridge River Terrane with turbidites and pelites of the Cayoosh Assemblage. One
fault strand is spectacularly exposed southwest of Pyramid Mountain. Directly beneath
this fault lies an imbricate fault package involving the Cayoosh group. The
southernmost fault strand dies out to the south, restriaing the amount of possible
displacement along it (Fig. 8 and Plate 1).
Stratigraphic repetition and orientation changes indicate that outcrop-sized folds and
larger amplitude folds corrugate the upper and lower thrust sheets (Fig. 57). The ridge
northeast of Pyramid Mountain is a large antiform cored by the most chert rich
lithologic units. The antiform is flanked by parasitic folds.
Emplacement Related Structures
Generally, the abundance of sills increases as a pluton is approached (Plate 1, west slope
of Longslog Mountain). Dikes are rare. This change in abundance was documented
northeast of Kokwaskey Lake and on the ENE ridge of the Kwoiek Needle (Fig. 66).
Curiously, the WSW ridge of the Needle lacked abundant sills. The reason for this is
unknown. However, on the east side, sills are not seen cross-cutting the amphibolite. It
may be that the amphibolite, lacking the well-developed foliation of adjacent schists,
impedes intrusion. Another possibility is that the sills are related to the Needle stock
rather than the Tachewana and Log Creek East plutons.
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Figure 66. Sills northwest of the Kwoiek Needle
Light colored vertical sills are on the ridge in the center of the photo and in foreground. 
Swarms of sills increase in abundance with proximity to the Kwoiek phase of the Scuzzy 
pluton. They also increase in abundance as the main body of the Scuzzy pluton to the 
south is approached. Looking west from the ridge northeast of the Kwoiek Needle.
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The Curd Mountain Stock
This stock is an apophyses of the main body of the Stulkolait phase in the northwest of
the field area. Foliation in host rocks to the east of the stock parallels the intrusion (Fig.
8); in fact, foliation forms an antiform with an axis plunging 76° and trending N150E,
closely paralleling nearby mineral lineations. Strain is slightly prolate with a Flinn K
value of 1.1 based on stretched pebble measurements. However, on the western side of
the stock, foliation is undefleaed, rocks are less migmatitic, and sills are larger and less
abundant.
Rocks of the stock's margin are more mafic than those in the core. The eastern side of
the ridge crossing the stock’s neck has a thin veneer of more mafic rocks, indicating this
is near the top of the intrusion. Insufficient foliations were obtained to conclusively state
whether magmatic foliations parallel the contact.
Kwoiek Needle Stock
The Kwoiek Needle stock appears to have been emplaced by deflecting host rocks and by
stoping. A cross-section view can be had from the ridge to the north (Fig. 67). Foliation
is generally discordant with the stock margin, but parallels the contact in a narrow zone
adjacent to the stock. The volume of the xenoliths at this erosional level does not exceed
a few percent, based on areal measurements of the xenoliths in plane and cross-section
view. The xenoliths are dissected by sills, indicating sill emplacement prior to
incorporation as stoped blocks.
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Figure 67. View of the Kwoiek Needle Stock.
Light colored rock is tonalite of the Kwoiek Needle stock. Arrows point to some of the 
larger xenoliths. Note the large xenolith to the left of the glacier. Looking south from 
ridge north of the stock.
Percent of xenoliths (up to 3% by volume) of the stock now exposed was obtained by 
measuring the ratio of the area of xenoliths to plutonic rocks. The ratio was determined 




Extension along former thrust faults
Faults within the Bralorne Kwoiek fault system have been reactivated in some places,
undergoing normal displacement under brittle conditions. This is most evident in the
metagabbro of the Bridge River assemblage. Ductile shear sense indicators indicate
reverse motion and are overprinted by postkinematic greenschist grade metamorphism.
Fohation within the metagabbro is asymmetrically folded, and dissected by reverse faults.
Slickensides on the fault surfaces indicate normal displacements. This reactivation is seen
in all other units of the Bridge River assemblage. The amount of motion on each such
fault is, where observed, on the order of one to two meters. Large stratigraphic or
structural displacements were not observed. However, these faults are abundant. In one
outcrop, they are present approximately 5 meters to 10 meters apart. They occur in
units that crop out poorly, and it is likely that they are abundant throughout the field
area where there are no outcrops. Based on horizontal displacements of 1 meter every 10
meters across a 10 km zone (the width of the Bridge River assemblage in the field area),
extension would be on the order of 1 km.
Other Fault Strands
Recent faults, mostly with small displacements, are ubiquitous. In the Bridge River
terrane, numerous normal faults exist within several meters. The ridge north of Pyramid
Mountain is dissected by many such faults at a mappable scale. However, many are too
small to be mapped, although they visibly displace lithologic units.
The east and east-northeast trending faults underlying the Chochiwa glacier separate the
Stulkolait and Tachewana phases of the Scuzzy Pluton. The northwest trending fault
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dissecting the ridge north of Log Creek is one possible explanation for the abrupt
metamorphic change observed across it. The fault separates gneisses and schists with
idioblastic, barely poikiloblastic garnets to the west from gneisses and schists containing
metamorphic chlorite and highly embayed and poikiloblastic garnets. The orientation of





Overview of Geology and Metamorphism
Earliest deformation within the Bridge River and Cayoosh assemblages produced
isoclinal folds of compositional layers, and an axial planar foliation accompanied by
greenschist facies metamorphism. These rocks were subsequently folded and overprinted
by spaced cleavage. High-angle reverse faulting along the Bralorne-Kwoiek Creek Fault
system followed. The next event was intrusion of the 90-84 Ma Scuzzy Pluton.
The pluton has a slightly more mafic periphery than the core (McClelland and Brown,
unpubhshed work, communication from E.H. Brown, 1996). It exhibits little solid state
deformation. In the study area, it usually has a moderate to strong magmatic foliation.
The margin of the pluton is characterized by a narrow (0.15 km) migmatite zone in the
host rock.
Intrusion produced greenschist to "high grade" amphibolite facies metamorphism.
Isograds and metamorphic zones parallel the pluton. High angle dips and steeply
plunging lineations in metamorphic fabrics are typical. The foliations parallel the
pluton, striking across the regional structural trend in place, implicating the pluton as the
causal agent, rather than a more regional process.
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Andaliisite is spatially related to the Scuzzy pluton. It developed synkinematically and is
pseudomorphed by postkinematic kyanite and sillimanite in the Scuzzy contact aureole.
Based on this information, parts of the study area underwent an increase from less than
3.8 kbar (maximum andalusite stability, using Holdaway's 1971 study), to higher
pressures during or very shortly after emplacement. Pressures in most of the aureole are
between 5.1 and 5.9 kbar (with error estimates of +.1 kbar). Because wall rock cools very
rapidly after intrusion (Jaeger, 1968), these values preserve the pressure during or very
shortly after intrusion. Values are within the 1 kbar of experimental uncertainty of each
other, so the area observed was at essentially at the same depth during recrystallization,
and has not been substantially tilted. Structures are essentially in their original
orientation. The pluton gives pressures of 4.4 and 5.2 +. 0-6 kbar, similar to the country
rock. Roof pendants in the Scuzzy have lower pressures of 3.4 kbar. Metamorphic
mineralogical assemblages typically preserve the highest temperature assemblage, and
because heat migrates outward from a pluton, assemblages nearest the pluton reflect
earlier conditions rather than those farther from the contact. Metamorphic pressures
preserved are, in this sense, diachronous. The pressures of 3.4 kilobars are from
conditions very early in the evolution of the Scuzzy Pluton, while higher pressures of 5
kbar in both the pluton and host rock were present during or shortly after intrusion and
cooling. This supports the qualitative interpretation of a pressure increase based on
pseudomorphed andalusite. Summarily, initial phases of the pluton were emplaced at
shallow crustal levels (3.4 kbar) and the area was then loaded during or very shortly after
intrusion to pressures of 5.1-5.9 +. 1 kbar.
Dikes and sills of the Scuzzy pluton are deformed and commonly have a metamorphic
fohation. Andalusite, formed early during intrusion, was deformed prior to replacement
by postkinematic sillimanite and kyanite. Therefore, deformation of the country rock
occurred throughout pluton emplacement, and ended shortly after intrusion.
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shear sense indicators show that during emplacement of the main body of the Scuzzy
pluton, the country rock immediately adjacent to the contact traveled upward and
country rock farther than 0.5 km from the contact traveled downwards.
Wall rock strains are dominantly oblate. The significance of strain values is not entirely
clear due to structural complexities, however the type and amount of strain show no
correlation to distance from the pluton.
The most significant findings of this study are that high grade metamorphism and
associated deformation are due to emplacement of the Scuzzy pluton, and that crustal
loading occurred during its intrusion. The timing of these events is constrained by
radiometric dates for intrusion of the 90-84 Ma Scuzzy pluton (Fig. 68; Parrish and
Monger, 1992; Brown and Walker, 1992; McClelland and Brown, unpub. 1996). Some
deformation predates the pluton, but deformation was occurring as the pluton was
emplaced. Ductile deformation ended near the end of intrusion. Pressures increased
from 3.4 kbar to about 5.0 kbar during intrusion. Uplift began 80 Ma ago southwest of
the study area, and by 63 Ma east of the study area based on radiometric data (Monger,
1989).
Emplacement Mechanisms
As discussed in the introduction, the mechanism by which plutons are emplaced is not
fully understood. Several hypotheses for emplacement exist, including dike and or sill
coalescence, the filling of tectonic dilations, diapirism, and ballooning (Fig. 69; for
further discussion and references see Paterson and others, 1991).
Specific geological features are expected for each model of emplacement. One objeaive
of this study was to compare information from the Scuzzy pluton with emplacement
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Figure 68. Timing of events in the Kwoiek Creek area
The bars are schematic, but information is constrained by radiometric dates for intrusion
of the 90-84 Ma Scuzzy pluton (Parrish and Monger, 1992; Brown and Walker, 1992;
McClelland and Brown, unpub. 1996) and by radiometric data indicating uplift
beginning 80 Ma ago southwest of the study area, and by 63 Ma east of the study area
(Monger, 1989).
Deformation predated and continued during intrusion of the Scuzzy pluton. Pressures in
the host rock increased from 3.4 kbar to approximately 5 kbar during emplacement.
Uplift was underway by about 70 Ma.
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Q D)
Figure 69. Emplacement mechanisms
A) Dike and sill coalescence; B) Emplacement into zones of tectonic dilation; Q Diapinc
intrusion; D) Expanding intrusion. From Hutton (1992), Hutton and Reavy (1992), and
Paterson and others (1991).
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models. Because the Scuzzy pluton is part of the regionally extensive Coast Plutonic
Complex and its southeastern extension, the Cascade crystalline core, possible
emplacement mechanisms should be considered in a regional context.
Emplacement by dike and sill coalescence (Fig. 69A) is indicated by tabular phases,
lithological heterogeneity at map scale, and extensive xenolith rafts and septa (Hutton,
1992). While xenolith rafts, and some heterogeneity (near Longslog Mountain) are
present, they are not extensive at the level of the Scuzzy now exposed in the study area.
Emplacement into tectonic dilations (Fig. 69B) is deduced from the relationship of pluton
phases and structures to regional scale structure (Hutton, 1988; Hutton and Reavy, 1992).
Plutons may also act as an aaive shear zones (Hollister and Crawford, 1986; Hutton and
Ingram, 1992). Phases are usually nested, and indicate successive pulses of magma
emplacement into zones of extension related to an overall regional stress field. Lineation
generally parallels the shear zone, but patterns can be complex, depending on strain
partitioning. For instance, transpression may result in a component of vertical extension
yielding high angle lineations in portions of a strike sHp zone.
The Scuzzy pluton is compositionally zoned with a mafic rim and felsic tonalite core
(communication from E.H. Brown, 1996). However, knowledge of the anatomy of
Scuzzy pluton is incomplete, and continued mapping would be required to determine if
phase and internal structures exhibit a relationship to a regional stress field.
Plutons attributed to diapiric emplacement (Fig. 69C) are characterized by concentric
compositional zoning and steeply dipping fohations, associated with downdip lineations
and constrictional strains (a compilation of features expected from diapirism is found in
Paterson and others, 1991). In models, host materials flow upward near diapirs, and
downward farther from intrusions (Dixon, 1975; Ramberg, 1981; Fig. 79C). A rim
syncline would be expected (Jackson and Talbot, 1989; Ramberg, 1981). Experimental
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evidence indicates a migmatite zone adjacent to the pluton is necessary to facilitate
diapirism (Arzi, 1978; Van der Molen and Paterson, 1979).
The Scuzzy pluton in the Kwoiek area fits some aspects of this model well. Foliations
and lineations in the aureole are steep. A rim syncline exists next to the Scuzzy pluton in
the study area (Hollister, 1966, Monger, 1989; Journeay, 1990). Kinematic indicators
show that host rock adjacent to the pluton moved upward, and distal rocks downward.
The Scuzzy pluton has a thin migmatite zone.
While diapirism contributes to ascent and to emplacement, in models it is typically
accompanied by late expansion of the intrusion (Dixon, 1975; Ramberg, 1981). The
evidence for expansion of the Scuzzy during intrusion is more compelling than a simple
model of diapirism, as discussed below.
Evidence for expansion of a pluton during emplacement (Fig. 69D) is similar to that for
diapiric intrusion, but lineations are generally absent and flow patterns in the wall rock
are highly dependent on location (Paterson and others, 1991). Concentric phases would
be expected for radial expansion (Ramsay, 1989); and deformation would be mainly
coaxial and concentrated in the margin of the pluton and adjacent wall rock (Pitcher,
1979). Solid-state deformation would be expected in marginal phases of the pluton
(Pitcher, 1979). Emplacement would be accompamed by bulk downward flow of the
country rock (Paterson and others, 1991; Ramberg, 1981). Kinematic indicators in the
aureole would be expected to reflect this. An increase in pressure with time during
intrusion is one consequence of this mechanism. Magmatic expansion by "overaccretion"
(the addition of new phases above older phases. Wells, 1980), a model in which lateral
sheets of magma accumulate successively on top of each other is a means of emplacement
by vertical expansion, and would produce an increase in pressure with time in wall rock.
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Data to determine flow patterns in the study area are insufficient, but magmatic foliation
patterns within the Scuz2y pluton are variable (Fig. 59). Magmatic lineations are
ubiquitous, strongly developed, and vertically oriented, conflicting with model
predictions (Ramsay, 1989). Flattening strains dominate the host rock, although whether
these strains partially record intrusion related strain or only strain from earlier
deformational event is inconclusive. Amphibolite grade rocks in the aureole, however,
exhibit isoclinal folding, definitely produced throughout intrusion, which is compatible
with coaxial deformation by lateral expansion during intrusion. The most compelling
evidence of vertical expansion is that host rocks in the study area underwent an increase
in pressure from 3.4 to 5 to 6 kbar, which is most consistent with a model of pluton
expansion by "magmatic overaccretion".
The simplest model of magmatic emplacement which fits the geology of Scuzzy Pluton
in the Kwoiek Creek region is by a vertically and laterally expanding intrusion.
Cause of Crustal Thickening in the Coast Belt
Two major end member models for Cretaceous high pressure orogeny in the Coast Belt
exist: crustal loading by predominantly west-directed thrust faulting between 97 and
91Ma (Brandon and others, 1988; McGroder, 1991; Journeay, 1990; Monger and
Journeay, 1992) or magmatic loading by the Scuzzy pluton from 90 to 84 Ma (Brown and
Burmester, 1991; Brown and Walker, 1993). A time line relating plutonism,
metamorphism and deformation near the study area is given in Figure 70.
The model of loading by regional scale thrust faults during contraction is an obvious
hypothesis for the Cascade crystalline core, since the assembly of thrust nappes of the
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Figure 70. Timing of events in the Coast Range.
References: (1) Monger and Journeay, 1992; (2) Journeay and Friedman, 1993; (3)
Rusmore and Woodsworth, 1991; (4) Tyson, 1990; (5) Journeay and others, 1992; (6)
Brown and Walker, 1993; (7) Pigage, 1976; (8) Hollister and Crawford, 1986; (9)
Journeay, 1990; (10) Reamsbottom, 1974; (11) Bartholomew, 1979. (12) McClelland and
Brown, unpub., 1996. CB- Coast Belt, CBTS-Coast Belt Thrust System, CCBD-Central
Coast Belt Detachment
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metamorphism (Brandon and Cowan, 1985). In the Coast Plutonic Complex, the Coast
Belt Thrust system, a regional thrust system, was also aaive during crustal loading
Qoumeay and Friedman, 1993). However, loading patterns in the Cascade crystalline
core are inconsistent with one single regional loading event, high pressures did not occur
simultaneously across the orogen, and terranes implicated in crustal loading were
assembled prior to metamorphism, based on crosscutting plutons (Brown and Walker,
1993).
Intra-arc thrust faulting is another possibility (Miller, 1990). Another suggestion is the
formation of flower structures in restraining bends above an intruding magma body,
whichwould cause high pressures in predominantly translational environments without
invoking a magmatic load (}. Talbot, personal communication, 1996). Further research
would be required to support either of these models.
Brown and Walker postulated magmatic ballooning of the Scuzzy pluton to explain
crustal loading to the south (1993). In this model, downward displacement of the host
rock by the emplacement and lateral spreading of magma provides crustal loading (Fig.
71A). This process has been documented elsewhere; in the Sierra Nevada batholith,
volcanic sequences in some places have been moved an equivalent of 4 kbar downward
(Saleeby and Busby-Spera, 1986; Saleeby, 1989).
In the Kwoiek area, evidence pertaining to crustal loading points strongly to magmatism.
High grade metamorphism and related structures parallel the Scuzzy pluton. Crustal
loading occurred during plutonism. Magmatic loading is the simplest model of crustal
loading that is consistent with the data.
Magmatic loading by volcanism is another possibility. Subsidence due to the volcanic
stack above the pluton would cause the increase in pressure during intrusion (Fig. 7IB).
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Figure 71. Models of Crustal Loading in the Coast Belt
A) Magmatic loading, B) Volcanism, Q "Beheaded" pluton, D) Bulk shortening, and E)
Regional bulk shortening. Bulk shortening and the lateral spread of a magma chamber can
be difficult to distinguish, and probably operate together in plutonic systems. Volcanism is
one form of "magmatic loading". The pluton may have been "decapitated" by tlirust faults
during intrusion. Motion would have had to cease prior to solidification; the Scuzzy pluton
lacks solid state deformation, llie Scuzzy pluton is post-tectonic, so regional bulk
shortening is unlikely.
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However, this model does not adequately explain the coaxial deformation in wall rock
that is contemporaneous with emplacement of the Scuz2y pluton.
A combination of crustal loading by both magmatism and regional contraction may have
been operative (Fig. 71C). Strands of the regional Bralorne-Kwoiek Creek fault zone are
metamorphosed by the Scuzzy pluton, and predate high grade metamorphism. They
could not have caused the pressure increase. However, the possibility that presently
unrecognized thrust faults overrode the Scuzzy as it was emplaced is not ruled out (the
"beheaded" pluton model. Fig. 71C). The pluton may have served as a compressional
shear zone before crystallizing (Hollister, personal comm, to E. Brown, 1992). Upper
levels of the pluton would have magmatic and high temperature solid state lineations
paralleling fault motion; these would be absent at deeper levels. These structures have
not been documented, but it is possible that even if they were present at one time, they
may have already been eroded. Solid state deformation within the pluton might also be
absent if motion stopped prior to final crystallization of the magma (Hollister and
Crawford, 1986), however, magmatic foliations and lineations within the pluton should
reflect the regional nature of deformation. Definitive structural evidence for thrust
loading during intrusion (the beheaded pluton model) must be found in the northern
part of the Scuzzy-Mt. Rohr magmatic suite, where the plutonic system is less deeply
eroded.
Bulk shortening of the host rock above the pluton is another possible cause of crustal
loading (Fig. 71D). In models, the lateral spread of an expanding intrusion causes
horizontal shortening and folding in the host material (Ramberg, 1981). It is therefore
likely that both magmatic loading and bulk shortening of the wall rock operate
simultaneously to some degree; and that differentiating the two in field studies would be
problematic (Paterson and others, 1991).
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Another means of crustal loading is bulk shortening by regional contraction (Fig. 71E).
Loading of the Scuzzy pluton occurred during intrusion. If regional bulk shortening
were the mechanism causing crustal loading, the pluton would have magmatic foliation
and late stage solid state deformation both paralleling regional foliations (Paterson and
others, 1991). Magmatic foliations show no clear relationship to regional structures in
the study area, and solid state fabrics are rare in the pluton. As discussed earlier, wall
rock foliation and metamorphism in the study area are directly related to the intrusion,
not regional metamorphism. Foliation cuts across regional trends locally. This model is
therefore unlikely.
Questions for further research
The geometry of observed structures in plutons can provide insight into the local
teaonic regime (Hutton, 1988). The distribution of phases and structures within the
Scuzzy pluton is still not entirely known. Foliations in the Stulkolait and Tachewana
phases of the Scuzzy pluton most consistently strike west of northwest and almost due
east, respeaively. Neither set of structures parallels regional struaural trends. Does this
reflect regional changes in stress fields between 90 and 84 Ma? Or does it imply more
localized changes in stress fields? More structural information in the pluton would
permit, for example, recognition of emplacement into tectonic dilations.
Faulting in the Coast Belt thrust system migrated northeastward through the Cretaceous
to the Paleocene (Journeay and Friedman, 1993). Magmatism in the Cascade crystalline
core also migrated northeast (Brown and Walker, 1993). The temporal variation of
magmatism in this part of the Coast Plutonic Complex is not yet fully documented, but
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it is likely that the locus of magmatism also migrated northeast. Coeval magmatism and
thrust faulting are not necessarily related: however, the interaction between major fault
systems and magmatism (as suggested by Hollister and Crawford, 1986) should not be
overlooked as an important orogenic process.
What is the age of the earliest diorites flanking the Scuzzy? Could earlier, perhaps
Spuzzum age, intrusions have produced the andalusite? Some dikes and sills in
migmatites suggest earlier magmatic events. Establishing the age of the diorites would be
relevant to the model of magmatic loading. Radiometric dates would resolve this.
The cause of the biotite zone near Pyramid Mountain is unknown. It is spatially related
to the Bralorne-Kwoiek fault zone. Is the biotite zone there due to increased crustal load
and heat from the base of the overriding fault? Or is there a stock or pluton below?
More careful structural and mineralogical analysis would answer the first question.
Geophysical methods would rapidly address the second. Alternatively, the presence of
biotite in the Scuzzy aureole may be strongly controlled by composition, and
appropriate lithologies are located mainly near Pyramid Mountain.
Greenschist facies metamorphism associated with axial planar fohations and isoclinal
folding preceded the Scuzzy pluton, and may have produced the small island of biotite
zone rocks near the Bralorne-Kwoiek Creek fault. The axial planar foliations were
subsequently folded; this deformation was southwest-vergent, based on pre-metamorphic
kinematic indicators and fold vergence in greenschist grade rocks in the study area.
These structures strongly resemble structures observed on the west side of the Scuzzy
pluton, but have opposite vergence (Journeay and Csontos, 1989). If these structures are
correlative, then it would imply that the tectonic activity in the Coast Belt thrust system
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between 96 and 91Ma and associated with greenschist metamorphism was very similar to
activity taking place in this area (Fig. 70).
The relationship of stretched pebbles to structures made strain interpretation difficult.
Deciphering what amount of the finite strain preserved is related to earlier deformation
as opposed to emplacement would be useful in subsequent emplacement mechanism
studies.
Magmatic epidote is present in rocks yielding pressures of 5 bar. The reason for this is
unclear, but suggests rapid motion of the magma from greater depths. This is common
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Mineral Assemblages of Metamorphic Rocks
Abbreviations:
Act=actinolite, Ap = apatite, And= andalusite, Bio=biotite, Cc=calcite, Chi=chlorite,
Cord=cordierite, Cz=clinozoisite, Dm=dolomite, Ep=epidote, Gra=graphite,
Gt = garnet. Hem = hematite, Hb = hornblende, I=ilmenite, K=potassium feldspar,
Ky=kyanite, Mu=muscovite. Ox=oxides. Op=opaques, Pd=piedmontite,
Pl=plagioclase, postkin=postkinematic, Pyr=pyrite, Q=quartz, Rt=rutile,
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175-23C X X X X X X X
175-26b X X X X X X Sp
175-54 X X X X X X X X X Gt, St
175-56b X X X X X X ox Ky after And
175-56C X X X X X s Cz X X X Pyr Dm 15-20%
175-57 X X X X X X X
175-57b X X X X X X X X
175-59 X X X X X X X X X H
m
St
175-59b X X X X And to Sill to 
mu, St
126




X X X X X X X H
m
Ky to Mu
175-82 X X X H
m
175-13 la X X X X X Cz X Dm
175-133b X X X X s X X Mn02 on 
surfaces
175-143a X X X X X s X X X




175-149 X X X X X s X X Sp
175-155b X X X X X X Gt
postkinemati
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160b X X X X H
m
175-162 X X X X X X X Dm
175-185b X X X X 25% Dm




X X X X s X Graphite
175-196 X X X X X X Cord. Pyr
175-198 X X X X X X Limonite
175-198a X X X X X s X X H
m
Sp
175-203 X X X Sill, St
175-204 X X X X X Ky-i-St 
replace And
175-206a X X X X St. Gt 
postkin
175-206b X X X Ky?
175-2521 X X X X X X Ep
Cz
X X Sp
175-253 X X X X X X Cz
,Pd
X Gt synkin
175-254 X X X X X St
175-256 X X X X tr. Actinolite
175-257 X X X X X X H
m
Gt to chi, St
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175-281b X X X X s X H
m
Cord
175-290 X X X X X s
175-292 X X X X
175-293a X X X X Sodic Augite, 
in skarn
175-293b X X X s X s X _Sp_ Chi coronas
175-293C X X X X X s Cz
s
X X X X
175-293d X X X X s s X X 2 gt
generations
175-301 X X X X X X X Act
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X X Sp And > Sill, St
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Diopside,
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X X Ep H
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175-363 X X X X X s X Sp Sill. St
175-365 X X X X Cz X X Sp
175-370 X X X s X X X X X Im?
175-370f X X X X X X tr tr X Sill
175-390 X X X X X X X Sp Magnetite?
175-392 X X X X X Cz X Sp
175-397 X X X X X s Cz X X Sp, I?
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Mineral Assemblages of Igneous Rocks, Thin Sections
Abbreviations:
All=allanite, Amph = amphibole, Ap = apatite, barom= sample analyzed by microprobe
and used for thermobarometry, Bio=biotite, Cc=calcite, Chi=chlorite, Cz=clinozoisite,
Dm=dolomite, Ep=epidote, GB=granoblastic, Gen=generation(s), Gt=garnet,
Hbl=hornblende. Hem=hematite; Ilm=ilmenite, K=potassium feldspar,
Mag=magnetite. Mu = muscovite. Op = opaques, ox=oxides, Pl=plagioclase, Q = quartz.
Rut=rutile, s=secondary, Sill = sillimanite, sp=spinels, Sph=sphene, tr=trace,
Z=zircon. Numbers indicate modal percent of mineral.




Ap 2 Op Comments
175-1 X X X X X Protomylonite
175-21 X X 3 X X Ep X X Sp 2 Gen. plag
175-24b 25 X X X X s X X X X Carbonates,
Secondary
175-24bb 10 X X 5 s s X X Dolomite,
Secondary
175-24C 13 X X tr X Cz X X X X Sp Normal 
zoning of
plagioclase
175-56b 35 X } X X X X X X
175-6U X X tr X X 5 Cz X X X Sp
175-113a X X X X tr S X X Ox
(?)
2 Genpl^
175-117a 7 X X s 10 s s X X X 2 Gen plag
175-127 5 X 10 X 15 s Cz? X X ILM 2 Gen plag
175-129b 25 X X X s X 2 Gen plag
175-130 15 X X X tr s tr X 1 Gen plag
175-134 17 X X X tr s Cz X X X Ox 1 Gen plag
175-138b <
5
X 10 55 Ep X X X Sp Sill schist 
inclusions
175-138C 10 X X s X s s X X X X Ox Hem?
2 Gen plag
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175-142 12 X X X s Cz X X X Ox Hem
175-144 25 X X X M X X X X SP
ox
175-145a X X X X s Cz X X Ox Hem
175-151 X X X X tr s X X
175-157 X X X tr X s s X X X Sill inclusions
175-159 17 X X X s Cz? X X X
175-200 30 X 12 s 2 Cz? X X X X X
175-201 75 X X s X s Cz? X X X Ox Hem
175-202a 30 X 16 s <1 s X X X Mg,
Ilm
Calcic PI core
175-202b 30 X X s X s s X X X Sp
Ox
Calcic PI core. 
Hem
175-203 75 X X X Cz X X X X ox Hem, Em?
175-203b 75 X X s X tr Cz X X X ox Em?
175-205a 27 X s X s Cz X ox Hem
175-268 15 X 15 10 Cz X X X X Sp
175-271 15 X 15 10 tr Cz X X X Sp
175-286 17 X 10 s 5 tr s X X X Sp Em?
175-290 X X ? X X s GB polygonal
175-295 20 X 15 s 10 s Cz X X Sp
Em?
175-296 17 X 7 8 Cz X X Sp Em,Hem?
175-297 15 X 10 10 s X X Sp Em, Mag?
175-298 17 X X X tr Ep X X X Sp Em, Mag,
Hem?
175-299a X X X X s Cz? X ox Hem? Em?
175-299b 20 X 7 10 Cz X X ox Hem, Mag?
175-299C 20 X 15 5 Cz X ox Hem and Sp
175-303 4 X 10 s 17 s s X X X ox Em and Hem?
175-320 5 X 10 15 s X Sp Em?
175-324 75 X 10 5 s s X X X X ox Em, Mag?
175-325 75 X X s X s X X X ox Em
175-327 5 X 8 12 s Cz? X ox Em, Hem
175-328 15 X 12 s 5 s Cz? X X ox Em?
175-329 5 X 8 17 s Cz X X ox Spinel
175-332 15 X 12 s 8 Cz X X X ox Dk brownblack opaque
175-359 77 X 10 10 Ep X X X X ox tl ••
175-365 22 X 7 15 X X ox Black opaquemineral,
equant
175-391 X X X X s Ep? X X X 2 Gen plag
175-392 10 X X X X X X ox Em? 2 Gen 
plag
175-399 20 X 8 2 tr s s ox
175-399C 7 X 2 28 tr Cz X X ox Em or mag. 2 Gen plag
175-403 5 X X 13 s 2 Cz? X X
2 Gen plag
175-409 22 X 13 X 4 s X X ox Sp rimmed by sphene
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Modal Analysis of Plutonic Rocks
Where sample size permitted, 1000 points were counted. Values given are all percentages.
Samples followed by an asterisk were insufficiently large for 1000 point counts. The
number following the asterisk gives the actual number of points counted.
There are three sources of error involved in point counting: errors in mineral
identification, counting too few points, and examining non-representative samples. The
last includes point counting anisotropic samples without examining two or more
orthogonal sections.
Errors in mineral identification stemmed predominantly from biases counting points at
boundaries between minerals. All samples chosen were as representative as possible.
Fabrics were isotropic to weakly anisotropic, so orthogonal sections were not counted.
However, it is likely that some bias was introduced for anisotropic samples.
Sample Quartz Plagioclase Mafics K-Spar
134 17 56 26.6 0
199 26.2 51.9 22 0
200 24 54.5 19.6 0
201 25.6 58.6 15.7 0
202 24.1 54.9 20.8 0
202 25.4 59.7 14.7 0
203 21.6 57.8 19.6 0
271 20 55.7 23.8 0
286 28.3 57 12.8 0
286 31.9 56.1 11.6 0
296 20.9 55.9 23.3 0
298 00 51.7 29.9 0
299 17.3 56.7 24.6 0
299 18.8 54.8 25.9 0
303 12.6 59.7 27.7 0
308 21.4 50.2 28.4 0
323 22.7 59.9 17.4 0
324 22.3 63.1 14.6 0
324 25 61.7 13 0
325 19 66.4 11.9 0
325 22.2 65.7 11.5 0
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326 25.7 63.8 10.5 0
328 19.7 54.2 26.1 0
328 24.6 52.1 23.3 0
328 21.8 53.4 24.7 0
329 27 28 69.3 0
329 17.7 54.2 27.1 0
329 12.8 51.2 35.9 0
151 *^836 20.81 52.99 26.2 0
159 “^857 27.07 61.84 28.7 0
202 »939 25.56 62.41 18.42 0
268 ^939 20.87 54.1 31.52 0
271 “^791 22 72.06 32.11 0
297 •^652 26.84 89.11 37.42 0
297 *^673 26.89 84.4 37.3 0





Shear sense indicators were identified in the field and by petroscopy, following
techniques of Hammer and Passchier (1990) for descriptions of these struaures.
Magmatic lineations were distinguished from tectonic based on criteria of Paterson and
others (1989).
Abbreviations:
A = assymetric folds, Biot = biotite, EB = Asymmetric extensional shear bands, EQ =
less reliable kinematic indicators, Hb = hornblende, P- = porphyro-, PGBO = preferred
grain boundary orientation, S-C = S-C fabric.
Sample
Number
Foliation Lineation Sense of
Motion
Type of Indicator
175-1 320,40E 140,0 Dextral Augen, S-C
175-17 329, 84E 59, 84 SW down Asymmetric brittle- 
ductile fabric
175-26b 355, 86W 265,86 W down CT p-clasts
175-57b 355, 78E 85, 78 W down Hornfelsed S-C
175-71 355, 90 145, 46 S down A-folds
175-144 290,88S 200,88 N down Feldspar tiling
175-147 290, 90 no, 40 N down A-folds
175-157 285, 89N 286, 62 N down Feldspar tiling
175-160a 346, 86E 76, 86 S down S-C, CT p-clasts
175-160b 346, 86E 76, 86 S down S-C, PCBO
175-186 348, 65E 78, 65 E down Rotated p-blasts
175-196 338, 86E 68, 86 SW down S-C, EB rotated p-blasts
138
175-198 309, 75S 219, 75 SW down S-C, Asymmetric folds,
rotated rutile
175-198a 309, 75S 219, 75 SW down Weak S-C, rotated
hematite, EB
175-204a 335, 75S 245, 75 N down S-C, EO
175-204b 335, 75S 322, 38 N down S-C, rotated garnet
175-2521 315, 74N 45,74 W down PGBO
175-253 23, 76N 293,76 W down Snowball garnet
175-256 332, 85N 352, 73 Weak S-C
175-264 307, 78S 293, 48 NE down Phyllonite, S-C
175-293 40, 66W 359, 56 S down a p-clasts
175-308 272, 84N 302, 78 S down Cataclastic fabric in
fault
175-311b 25, 70E 115,70 N down Rotated garnet, S-C
175-311c 25, 70E 115, 70 E down S-C
175-312a 25, 70E 115, 70 W down S-C
175-312b 25, 70E 115, 70 N down a p-clasts
175-317 7, 61W 277, 61 E down Rotated garnet
175-318 353, 76E 35, 69 E down Rotated p-blasts
175-319 275, 47N 297, 21 W down Relict S-C
175-320 350, 80E 0, 40 NW down Bent hornblende and
biotite, EO
175-323 308, 90 vertical SE down Feldspar tiling
175-325 270, 86N 0, 86 SW down Feldspar tiling
175-329 16, 70W 5, 28 W down Cataclastic fabric
175-333 330, 70W 308, 46 E down S-C, p-clasts
175-346 302, 85S 135, 69 E down Cataclastic fabric
175-348 334, 57N 82, 54 NE down Rotated garnet,
blastomylonite
175-355b 52, 86S 142,86 S down Rotated garnet
175-359 353, 54N 23, 54 SW down Feldspar tiling
175-365 8,84W 304,83 NE down Feldspar tiling, late
shear zones with PGBO
175-370 354, 32N 88,14 NE down S-C
175-394 303, 71S 203, 71 SW down S-C, rotated garnet, EQ
175-397 297, 76S 291, 67 S down Relict S-C (?)





Ratios are calculated from dimensions measured in the field, excepting samples 318 and
357. Measurements for these were obtained from photographs taken in the field. Sample
252 is an amphibolite with relict pillow structure. Sample 203 is a stretched xenolith
within the pluton, and 204 an anatectic pod. All other samples are stretched pebbles in
conglomerates and pebbly phyllites.
N denotes the number of measurements taken, "km" indicates distance from the pluton
in kilometers. Sample 175-203 is within the pluton, hence the negative distance.
Sample
Number
N km x/z y/z x/y Flinn K
value
175-128 4 1.625 3.875
175-203 2 -1 3
175-204 2 0.125 2.3 2.3 1 0
175-234 50 4.575 5.0715 3.9721 3.5552 0.86
175-236 52 4.625 9.1525 5.53567 2.14327 0.252
175-244 118 5.675 6.7338 2.6598 2.53169 0.9228
175-248 120 5.075 9.01 4.19859 2.149 0.358269
175-252 6 3.025 4.876 1.53846 3.17 4.03
175-254 150 3.375 12.055 4.072 2.9046 0.63817
175-257 29 3.375 8.0796 1.94 4.1647 3.3667




N km x/z y/z x/y Flinn K
value
175-265 140 4.6 6.684 3.3844 1.9749 0.408866
175-318 132 0.375 12.644 4.981 2.53846 0.38645
175-331 32 1.625 2.8375 2.757 0.95619
175-332 4 1.675 2 3 2 0.5
175-356 17 0.225 2.98 2.71 1.0996 0.0582
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